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SUiJ,:AllY 
The degradat ati ve reactiC!lS of Poly(r:18tbyl Elet:!2,cr=r~~.te) 
are well knOTi11. So by introducing ?nother monomer such as naleic 
a'Ylrwdride, T.'lethyl vinyl ketone or methyl isopropenyl ketone, al teratio!] 3 
in the mode of degrada.tion of PrJ:A can be readily identified. 
In l)articulat', in therm.al, photothermal and pb.otodc£'I'adO-tion 
of copolymers of methyl methacrylate and maleic anhydride, the effect 
of maleic anhydride appears to be one of inhibiting the normal 
unzipping mechcmism of Pl.:LA while acceleratip.g the dceradation by 
chain scissiono Because of the much increased rate of dcgroo2,tion dae 
to s..ornall amounts of Iilaleic anhydride, cexe in the interpretation of 
the results had to be excercised particularly during photothcn:1aJ. 
degradation, since in some cases the products of cl.egrade.tior! a~'e not 
detected. 
In studying the copolymers of methyl meth2cryl2:te ~f-"tIl 
methyl vinyl ketone and nethyl isopropenyl ketone, it 'dP.S found Jvh~t, 
a.gmn, unzipping of lJlethyl. methacrylate is suppressed t"J.t t}1·?,~~ the 
normal ring fon-nation found in the degradation of polY(8etr.:,yl vl~yl 
ketone) and polY(lJ.ethyl isopropcnyl ketone) is inhibited. A 
dcgradn.tioll rate maxLTJUID is found. at 20- 3C;: ketone content in 11~:c t'r 
degradation in solutiono 
.AI though the effect of solvents on the d8.~"7I'rl'lc;ticn 0: the 
maleic [:nl1J-dl'ide copcl;)1:ler;::-; is D.0t tiloUCht to serj.o'Usly ~_,-~:'ec~ .;:~. ,'.' 
basic node end rate of dec-radEl.tion, chlorofo:.' ":1 (1.33i:.:;-t::; t~H' f Lct.(; .. · 
degradation in solution of the methyl isopropenyl 0~~oly~crs. 
The reacti" . .-ity ratios for e~,ch polymer 
determ:i.nGd by a variety of methods inclu.ding several novel US9S of 
spec-tI':>scopic tecmuques. T'ne res'lll ts for the maleic 8.l1h,ydride s:'s·t~ 
compa.,--:e well with published data but t~e reactivi"bJ ratios for the 
met:byl iBopr-o:::,enyl ketone end methyl v'"inyl ketone systeu!s are 




1. '.fue useful life of a polymeric material will ul tL-:1ately 
depend upon the environment in much it is utilized nnd, in partie-
ular, upon the degradation reactions which that-. environ::n.eni; can induce 
ill the polymer. For this reason, it has been impor-bent to obtain a. 
fundamental understanding- of the cheDical effects of a wile vn.rioty of 
degradation agencies, including high energy radiation, moisture, Ozr)~18, 
at:nospheric pollutants such as the oxides of:. nitrogen an(l sulrhur and 
even inter-.tI!i tten"b mechanical stresse The three ba,sic agencies, to 
which all polymers are subjected ei ther durir~ fabrication or during 
their subsequent useful life, are heat, light &ld oxygen. At the 
present time, a gre"at deal is known about the the!'mal, photolytio end 
oxidative reactions in homopolymers, but in recent years copclJ~ers 
have found increasing commercial application so that, i ~ has oeCOfJ(;;l 
importDllt to extend degradation studies tv this class· of material. 
In this thesis are described some studies of the therma.l 
degradation and photolysis of copolymers of metbyl BethacI'"',flate in thl1 
absence of oxygen.. 
Thermal degradation simply involves the heating of a. pol:i~er 
sample, normally as a filTI, powder or pressed disc until the thcr.naJ. 
energy induces physica.l and chemical changes j.Il the sonpl£). In 
poly(methyl methacrylate) and the copolymers examined, the p~·J.,/sic[J. 
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changes are relatively unllJportant. ~be polj~er ffi0rely bec~me3 less 
viscous as the increasing ·~e.mPGratu:re takes the sample thr'YJ.gh its 
gla.ss transi Juon temperatu.re and melting r.oint. AJ. though th;:: poly-.uGr 
chains are mobile a.bove the nel ting point: 8.'1d cooling can Cl'Jlse a. 
change in crystallin! ty and therefore an. aJ. teration in pn:rsical }.'!,QP_ 
erties t the more drastic chemica.l changes at elevated tenpere.t:lres h;:"re 
provided fuel for inv-esti&"8.tions of polymer degrada.tion for many years. 
o For example, at 250 poly(metbyl methacrylate) undergoes ~reverse 
polymerisation'k and monomer is evolved, while wi tn poly(methyl vinyl 
ketone), no monomer is evolved, the main chemical process being simul--
taneous elimination of wate~ and ring: forroat.io14 
Photodegradat.ion, O!:L the other hand, is very much morEl cOT.l:pli ... 
cated and many of its, basic features are still not well understood .. 
The energy is received in the form of photons which raises thl3 Y'101ecuJ.c 
from a singleit ground state to &""1 excited singlet sta:ts., The llloleoule 
m~ revert to the ground state by emission of a photon (fluoresconce) 
or by radiationless: u"'ansi tions and the generation of heat. In Rome 
instances, intersystem crossing can take place and the molecu~o will 
find itself in an excited triplet level of lowBr energy. AGain the 
reversion to the ground state m~y be accompanied by photon crlission 
(phosphorescence) or heat. If the molecule h~s sufficient energy in 
the excited state, either singlet or triplet, dissociation or re?.rl'ange-
ment m~ take place. Reversion to tha ground. st:.-.. t8 lJay be accom~)lisl1cd 
by tra11sfer of energy be17:ieen the exoi ted molecule ani a. second molecule,; 




















FIGURE I. I 
EXCITED STt.1r:S J.j'ID PHOTOPHYSICr~L TRAl:SITIONS 
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Solid lines ~ radiative lr~nsit.ions 
lvavy lines::: rndi&tienless processes 
Photolytic processes can be sep[Xated into ':Uro r;rou;~, -
prtmary and secondary~ A prjr:ary process involves the irrlJJledi~te 
effect of the l:i.g'b.t on the absorbing molecule: deecti.~:ation throu~ 
fluorescence, heat e:nissicn, cnergy tr2.,..'I1sfer etc.., or destruction b:.' 
transformation of' the st9.y,ting material into ne'i7 c.oITlIJounds. 02.C-'):lda.ry 
processea are the reactions of the molecules, ato:ns or radicals l,:O:-0-
duced by the prima....J process. One of several things llIe:.y happen in a 
secondary process~ a) energy transfer, wbich ini tio.tss a chemi cc..l 
reaction may occtJ.r through collisions between cxci t8Q L101ecuJ.es a.nd 
other molecules, b) atoms or radicals produced in t.ho primn:t'y pI'ocesn 
meor react to g:i. ve stable prod.ucts, or c) the exci ted molGcu~eD :-j': 3S" re-
act directly with other molecules in the system to form products. 
If the energy of the excitation is greater than, or 0qUal to, 
the bond dissociation energy of the weakest linle in a molecule, then 
cleavage reactions rna({ occur. It is importrul"ti, to l'CJiI81nbur that., because 
the absorbed energy may be transferred, '~he site at Ylhich ul trLl.-"r.Lolet 
light' is absorbed is not necessarily the sClI1e as thc:.t at which bond 
rupture maor take place. Pond. dissociation in pol;ymcrs ID~r lead to 0. 
main clurin break, ie. scission. This is on8 of the two principal re-
actions involving the polymer backbone which may take place when 
polym0rs are exposed, to ultra-violet radiation, the oth9r being cross-
linking. 
The reactions occuring in a polJ'1Ilcric s~rstml underf,"'OilJ[; 
photolysis may be classified as direct. or indirect. Direct r82.ctio!~s 
como about from the absorption of' a phot:)H by t.he polYT1Cr fo110\,;0,] b2t 
bond homolysis 8-'I1J. the ?onv:-I.tjon of deg.:.'C'.Ja.l.,i()ll pl'odu(!"ts.. For cAx!ple, 











__ ) prolucts. 
In the indirec~ reactions, nforeign~ molecules, polymeric 
or small molecule impuri tieD, or even other flUlction~ Groups in the 
smne polymer become involved. They si:'lilarly can be Dxd ted and under·· 
go reactions to form free radicals. These excited molecules OI' 
fragments mf\V eventually interact wi tb the polymer to give products 
similar to those arising from the direc~, reaction. 'I2:18 reverse raact:~on~J 
may also occur:- excited polymer or polymer radicals may in.J~ero.ct with 
the "foreign'" molecules. These uindirect," proce~'Jses CcJ1 lea.d to <lc-




















These considerations leM. to a discussion of the more ll1por'Grr~1'~~ 
kind~ of degradation processes. 
1) Chain Sci ssion 
£1.) I1U tintion. T'nere are two possible mech2niSJs. ~lC fir'st is 
random ini ti3,tion in u~-d ch chain scission occurs at r2.!LOD points .:..1.ong 
. 1 . ad·" ""~ll.. C'.'l t~nu.' +'" be 1 :".:':~ COIT:D~cd to 3. DOr..CJC!" the c..lJ.3~n eavlng r lCC'..J.S "... - IJV ~,::,c; • 
uni t, s'l}le photodegl'udation of poly (methyl Lle"tha.cryl ate) [~t 250 C i~) 2:'1. 
.- 5 -
Tn, +i ...... ·e S'" ' h' ~ . . 
- ~ - ",conU. mec a.;,'l~s!.'l., enLi.. ... l.mt:.£.tioD, the bonds 
jeirri.:ng the end units to the rest of the chain ('-1'': P2...-,.'7.i cUlc.rly 
"TLl.lnerablc and are -thus exclum ""elv brol'~en fin..e r ,..,.,.J . th f u ... " oJ • U-& .u.1 IJulAJ. (j ~e . e cJ.::ja .. 
tiOl: of ~. long chmn polymer radical and 2.n end-~(;l1.p ra"licalo '''10 
thermal degrad.a-Lion of poly(methyl methacryla.te) (r:.:,~L.) at 2000 .: :l s o. 
clMsic exaraple. 
b) ·Depropagation. T'nis is the reverse of the propagation st-ep in 
radical polymerisz,tion. Polymer radicals pE;el off monomer molecules 
and again, the -thermal degradation of HillA illustu1.tes this. 
2) Crosslinki_ng8 Under some circumstances ultra-v:i.olE't 
radiation can cause crosslinldng, the formation of intennoleculm ..' 
covalent J..ipj(s which Jeads to a three-dimensionc,l nctY!ork. The polYi.ae:r 
ul timutely becomes insoluble. CJ.. . osslinldng is usually associa,ted \r: .. th 
the reactions of polymer radicals formed by cleavage of side g'roups 
from -l;he main chain. ~e crosslinking ill8{J be by l'adical combination 
or by ad.di tion to an unsat"uro.ico. site in mlothor Chail~ '(lhe-th;Y' O~ not 
crosslinking takes place is uOl)sncient, to a large extsnt. upon the 
structure of the polymer. For example the labile tertiary hydrogen on 
poly(methyl vi~rl ketone) (Ho~VK) is readilJ abstracted a.Y!.d croselirL'ldng' 
muy subsequently occur. In poly(metbyl isopropenyl ketDne) (E.'IK) and 
E:i.:A th3re is no tertiary hydrogen and so cr08slinking does not 
readily take place. 
l1hen crosslinking does occur, it has a. considora:1lc effect on 
pbotodegl~8Jlation studies. It makes n:oleculu.r weight detcruinatic'L8 
i'C'possj. blc although seclime..'1tation pattern 3.nc.. eel studies c<:.:n be r:a..r:c. 
C.~osslin1dne al. ~;o interfer€s with the detcrnination of the l'<_tl' (.f 
1 t · l' of!< \rol"'-\·~l."eC!· m1.-:u~ the riJ:'"5.d st)"'ucture hr~.s c much m.l):t-: .. · eva U "lO _.'. ,:. \I':" "'.>CO JJ. ... - t;:, 
- 6 -
bu.lk vi seo ai ty i'fiLl.~:1 slows down the rate of dif:fu.sivL of vol~dj.le 
procl'~c.:-t:; frcffi the (}8srading poJ.ymer and [;inl:~ these i-'I'oducts l'e2::..i.n 
lonb"el' ir· tr.t.e deg::--wing polymer, complicc.ti:lg si,ie !:'E.8.ction~ bec.::.:c 
more pr2 bablc. 
3) Deco;Jp;)si tion of side groups. ~s type of reaction 
involves ['~ c..l--te;nioal change ill c. side group lhich resul ts in the forw&-
tion of volatile pr'OdUcts and a non volatile residue. In prLA, the 
ester side group C3.n break up to form methaLe, methanol, carbon 
monoxide etc. 
4) Rearrangarllent. A "b.rpical rearl'811gemen-b is the cyclisation 
of H.1IK, in whiuh the polj1Iler is seen to chcmge colour as double bOlld 
conjugation deV'elops. 
Before exwllining the degradation of Pin,lA and i is copolYlilcr~~ 
it is necessary to revif::W, briefly,. the work already iH '~h8 Ii teru;~Ul~G. 
lIore extensive r8v:ic',1s of d(~gruiation &'16 photochc-mistr:r are 
available1,2,3,4,5. 
Maleic 8....'YJbydride is cap~ble of copolymerising quite rCB.dj.ly 
wi th many other monomers ).ncluding methyl LlethacI'J~la.te lr.lt it does not 
easily poJ.ymcriseo The principo.6 rC'~son for this rall~ctan(~e to 
polymerise uas supposed to be the steric hin03.-l1cc i::i)osed by -the: 1,2 
diSUDsti tu.tion of the ('.ouble bond of the mOllClT'ler:i. c specic~c The :r~&-
cnance and polar CL~arac-t,cl':i.stics of JiJaleic ~n1wJl'il.lG Here also i:i('~·)tion(d 
as contri·buting 'lio the s·toric~ly inhorent nOD-homo-polYiuE'r::' !;~' Ll~ 
cha.r actcJ." • 
... 7 -
Ho aJ. k 6, 7 b-L' d . d wever, se'ver ror ers 0 uaJ.ne . en ener;) the-f., (;~l 
occasions, adjacent tini ts of maleic anhydride f...re found in copolymers. 
Investigation of the styrene - itaconic 3nhydtide system ds;lOnstrated 
that the itaconic an..11ydride was capable of homopolynerisatio:n8,9 and 
thi ~ leaa.-~ Ln'l'\g and co1m"'\rkers10 to tt t QI..l nv - a emp' polymer-lsa'tion using several 
initiating ~ystems. Although free radical initiation using 
azobisisobut-,froni trile at 1% concentration in mol ten 1110nOIIler produced 
very small amounts of polymer, greater th8.l."1 30% con'Versi~n was 
achieved using be~zoyl peroxide. High conversion was claimed ~~en 
, rc,...60, 't' t d 1 . +" al d'f'f tIt d us~ng vu ~ll1 la e po~ymerlsav~on 1n sever ~ cren so ven s an 
such a polymer had a molecular weight of 23,000 determined by light 
scattering techniques. 
Braun 11, after polymerising itaconic acid, also polymerised 
maleic anhydride using azobisisobutyroni trile nnd o'bher radical 
ini tiators but noted simultaneous loss of carbon dioxide. 
From e. s. r. studies of copolyners of methyl methacrylate and 
maleic anhydride 12,13 the existence of adjacent anhydride £,TOUpS in the 
polymer chain for cop~lymers containing as Ii ttle as 7~ maleic a'1hydride 
was dedu cede 
Polymerisation of maleic anhydride ha.s also been achieved by 
. , " 'd t 14, 15 
reaction wi th pyr~dine to fonn o11eomer~c and polymcr~c pro 11C S • 
Photoinduced hOL1opolyrlerisation 16 in dioxane at 35°C vi thout ini ti:::.tor 
gave an olieoraer of four maleic anhydride units and one diOXMC t\olecul~ 
per molecule and a small quantity of cyclic diner. 
8 -
P1'J.~ has possi bly received L1Gre attention th~ aJJ:;f ot.:wr 
polymer 5_n ? ... n effort to elucidate the mcochanian of its degr2.'iation 17-27 ~ 
Gr' . i I' 1 . 11 28,29, th aZS:Le an( ole VJ. e Sllowed at almost pure r:10110~er is ev·,) 1 vod 
on heating PL11A under ·17aCUll.D and postu12:ted an ua..l1zipping" weC4'1a.nim of 
radical depolSIl1€risation in TIhich nOilO£ler units peel off from ul1satur8.tcd 
7.0- 2 2 
chain ends? :; at tem~el'atures up to 270°C. For systa:lS in illliC11 the 
molecular chain length is less than the kinetic chain lengt.h, 10,; 
molecular weight molec-u.les. a.re entirely lest to the sys·Uem as mOl~GIJe:c. 
If tJ'1.e molecular Ci~ain lengt.h exceeds' the k.tnetic ch?.in length, r::olecules 
of reduced mol'ecular weigh't;, are left in the 5'Ystem. These too cane::; 
are illustrated by lines A and :8 in FIGUHE 1.2. BecDllse it is impo-
ssi ble for more than half the chains to be teminn;Led by UllSa.-iiu:C:J:ted 
uni ts, due to disproportionation termination in polymerisation, 
monomer weight loss cannot exceed 50% at te;]!peratll.res up to 270°C. 
However, quanti tat:Lve yields of methyl rllethacryl[..te iw;V'e b~el1 
obtained at 30o°cl3,33 and this has been explained as due to randoLl 
scission followed by depolymorisation. Lin~ C cl10WS a typical 
degradation profile at this tcuperature. 
In the present study, the molecular chain length G': nerctlly 
exceeds tho kinetic chain length and the.t'efore we ahould 0 b:::crvc t;;o 
distinct lILodes of degrada.tion - the first, in Ylhich r,0i10IJ8~ is l)cole.d 
off from W1sa·tu:.. ... ated chain ends and. the seconrl ip y;;i.C:l nonl)p(;r 5 5 
evolved after r2.n:.ion nain ch<..un sci ssion. :L'hese roactio:-:::.: 2.:.'0 ';:,('11 
























Theoretical moleculnr weight versus volatilisation 
diagram for degradation reactions 
- 1(' .. · 
is: di scussed in subsequent cl12:?t8:rs. 
Using: the dynamic molecular still method, 29, 34 Grassie and 
lS cLaren35 degra.ded a. 19/1 copolymer of nethyl I:letb.a.crylate and. maleic 
anhydride between 2000 C and 2400 Co The EmlolL.'1.ii of II'.etb~{l methacrylate 
o . 
evol ved even at 240 C for four hours did not exceed 65:) of the starting 
weigh"fr, as detemined. by vapou.r phase chromatography, indicating an 
inhibition of the depolymerisation IDechaniS!l of PllUA.' 
Th.e molecular weight: of the degraded polymer was measured by 
viscometry and by osmometry. In aQy particular degradation, the nmuber 
of bonds broken waS defined as 
- 1 Bonds broken 
Plots' of bonds broken versus time for any tanperature are a measure of 
the rate of degradation, ubi ell was found to increase rr1 th temper'a ture 
and yield an energf of activation of 45.6 k cal. /['lOle from vIscosity 
measurements and 48.8 k cal. /mole from oS:Jlometry data. 
The infrerred spectra of the degraded D-Yld non-deGl"aded 
polymer indicated that the anhydride group is lli"'lchanged but the bOlld 
next to it is brok~n in main chain scission. 

























Number of bonds broken 
FIGURE 1.3 
Relationship between bonds broken and volatilisation 
in 8 copolymer of methyl methacrylilte (95 :nole %) 
and maleic anhydride (5 mvle %) heated to 220 0 • 
- 12-
is not linear with the nULloor of bond:-;t brckcn, but exhi bi t3 ~uto-
catalytic behaviour (PIG-tIHE 1.3). However, tills is due to the increased 
number of' new chain ends beil"..g formed aa a result of incre:.!.Ssd c~ain 
scissioll... 
E~Callum31 has proposed that; RJUA saffers from ''rleak lillksn 
in the nain chair.l9 Thus the initial rate of chain scission of P;uJA 
at: 3200 C in apparently g.ceater than the rate of subsequent dagr2.Jai;ion. 
5. The Pho-bodE-gradation of Po~t!~vl 1,lethacrylate >. 
a) Thin film degrada-~ion. Snall amounts of gases are evolved38- 41 
which arise from the splitting out of the ester side groups~ These 
are methyl formate, methanol, methyl formate, methane, hydrogen, 
carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide. However, chDJ.n scission is the 
m ai.n manifestation of degradation with no crossJ.inking 42. Quantum. 
yields for chain scission lie wI thin t.l}e range 2.3-3.9 x 10-2 scissions 
per absorbed photon43,44 in vacuum and 1.2-1.7 x,O-2 scinsions per 
absorbed photon in air or nitrogen45,39. 
The energy of ul tra,...violet ra:liation i.s of the sane or-jr'r of 
magnitude as the energy of chemical bonds. This means that the effects 
can vary wi t..l-} waveleng-/:;!l. 253.7m has been the most OOEill!on wavelength 
used though 301nl1l has also been used. In a.d.li tion, the intensity of 
t · f ~h0 ~..L·1·lm43. irradiation decreases with ponetra lon 0 ~~ Sl~l'face effect3 
b . t· t d46• have also cen ~nves ~ga e 
obse"""'?,cd near 285m in the c:.bsol'0tion A new chromophore is J. v 
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3° 40 43 4r': L17 spectrum after ir:ca.diE-tion, /f , ,..if· much has been ascribed to 
the formatio::l af C = C double benis. 
Fcx39 observed -t .. 1B.t qU8.."1t'lIll yields were essentially inlE.pC:,,!je!l.t 
of the incident in"te.i'lsi t"y of the radiation and. app~are:l to be 2. [nnc-~-ion 
only of the total energy absorbed. In the photolysis of gases, this 
is generall;y interpreted to mean that t!:18 termination step is first 
order wi th re~oect to the raiicru.s involved. In a polymer sample, snell 
reactive ra.dicals might interact rapidly, but the :Jomewhai;, itnmobile 
polyne:- radicals resulting from hOIJolysis of a cb.ain are UfI~ikely to 
combine readily.' Therefore, iii :r3.S concluded tnat some sort of dispro-
portionation reaction is involved" l'he authors 3Uggested the following 
CIL , ) 
C"-' 
\ 
00 CIT 2 ~ / 
This would be follotiBU by disproportimliion:-
~~ 






,... CH2 - C ::: CH2 + • 002 CIJ 
The efjter radical can nO~r! react to fom a. :trtlnlb(~r of rzojucf,s:-
.. 002 CE-z -) 00 2 + CI~ • .B; CH4 -) 
1) lI(Xl2cr-~ hv) Ga3 + HmO· ~ iX;2 + ;, ~ D" 
It 
b-., CLLot -I- BOO· .-} 00 + It ~ lit"' 
~ 5 L: 
OCClU' in ei thor or lK)th of two ymys:-
- 1/, -
f-~ (;11 hv I 3 
-... CHI') - C,.., ~ ;rf'i-7 .... c"" + CI3O· , -." ..J- ~') -.. L I '- , 
'00 CI~ .00 2 ;) 
(,,117. 
hv J J 
-1 eR" - c- . :. ~ CC2ClS T " -' '-
)..llison40 considered I a necessary prceursor to main elwin 
scission:-
fH3 





",ell - C~ 2 -I 
~-IO 
f¥, 
-4 -CH - c~ 
• I (friO 
en 
hv ' 3 ~ :-ClI2 - ?~ 
+ CHO or aJ 
(Y"', eli CH ,,,,,v,... ,1 .. _ 
It!.) I 3 
or ,. ... C CH2 - c--, , 
Clf 
• 2 CdO 
The band at 285nm was assigned to the 1.1.1dehydc-) g.co1.'l.p formed 
on the polymer. The evolution oi one carbon monoxide l'1oleculc Fer 
main chain breclc suggests that pho-GoiYAcluced aldehyde groups ,Jre 
precursors to muin chain scission. 
b) Solution Photodegra-iation. Sevorcl workers 42, 1~8, 49 have observed 
the effects of different, solvents on the photolYHis of lEilA. Although 
the main Qode of deg-.cadation i G th~~t of chcin sci 8sicn, the t~;d.cnt 
depends on the solvont but not on the conc8ntration of PO~(JX'l'. 42,45,49 
A C) 
After allowing for the effect of optical fil taring by -the :::01 vent, I'o~:·" 
In contl'~stt Jelliuet &lQ -,i2.n;O showed tha:~_ the co:::(;cl;,t.r:~tion 
of pol~il(>L" iIi. 2-c~llcl·octh:!...t)ol 1J~~-:l~'r rd. tl'ogcn ,',ffocts the rate of 
'1 r .... )-
pho-G01ysis. It has also baen ~'Uggested51 that, in benzene solution, 
E;ol-vent radicaJ.s are fanned. uhich react with the polymer. 
Photodegr3l1n;tion in solution has the advan-~~'e of elimin8;iJ.ng 
many of the problerr.ls D.ssocia-t.ed va th bulk irradiation such as. 501';,.11 
phase transitions, gaseous diffusion and crosolinking. 
r.:., 
Previous \1·,)rk~'- has shown that even snaIl "amounts of maleic' 
anhydride in EMMA accelerate the rate of photodegTadation in solutio14 
This is discussed more fully in Chapter 5. 
.. 
r:.z 
c) Photodegradation Edt Elevated Temperatures. Cowley Hnd },lclvil1e:J.J 
studied the evolution of monomer during ·the irradiation of thin films 
o 0 between 130 C - 200 C, temperatures: at ,T.Clie.l:l "cho .Ich·'jrIJlpJ. debTadatio~J. of 
P},iHA is negligl ble., In COlllDWn with others, 45, 54 they conoluded th~~t.: 
the prinw.ry process 'was photo-initiation o:jj :the chain ends. However, 
it is no'l,'T believed -Ghat~ random ini tia;!iion is folloITeG. ·by monomel' 
evolution. 50,55 Quantum yields. vary "\7l. tll tcmperature56 but a.re V'e1"Y 
much higher than at rOO!7l temp8ra.ture. 
Polri.meth,yl Vil~y.l ket.one). 
The ·t;hennnl degraJation of HvlIK n~d }j.l'v1C has been studJ cd 
reccntl~,r by !,~ o:Jeill and Eei126, 57. The authors corre borLl:~ed. E>arlier 
reports58-65 that, on beating the polymers, Yic:tcr is elil1'inaied by 
aldol condens2-tion, to ci v€ the cyclohexenoHc rine systc:u-
-II' 
... c-
R R R R I I CH2~ b -H2O b /" C112 , '" CH2 - C -- C'".cl ~ -GH2 - CAe.-I 2 ~ • C C 
~\ h' o elL 0 ~ :> 





~ \ ? \ eH GJT ':'~3 
Th,e cycliso.tions follow a random sequence limiting the loss 
of oxygen as water to a. maxiulm. of 85% in PMVK and 6.3~; in Ra~ 
The themal degradation is described in detail in C}:w.pter G 
in comparison with the copolymers with methyl methacrylate" 
7. ilie Pho-tod,cgradation of Poly(methyl is,?propen;[l keton~1~l.nd 
Pol;y(metl;yl vinyl ketone14 
studies of degradation in solution were carried out by Guillet 
and NQrrish66 on PlNK in dioxane using light; of wavelenf,rth 513. Onm. In 
common with aliphatic ketones, two reactions are possi ble:-
!Torri sh Type I, 
IV ell - GH - CR CH2'" 
h7 
""CH CH - en .- CH2 """" - ~ -I 2 , I 2 • 
0--:0 0=0 0=0 
I , I 
C1-17. (113 CH3 + a£~ C:=0 :J' 





- ern - CH - Ci-I2~ l'~T -c :::; CH2 + CR - err I 2 , .. -=-4 , ' l 2 -2 ~ 
0=0 0=0 0=0 0=0 
I I 
• I m~ (J~ ~ CIS 
J 
During the initial stages: of the rea.ction, chain sci::-JfJion was 
found to va:ry linearly with tine. However, the reaction fJLiVlS down 
in lat-.er stages indicating an opposing reaction wbich m~ be duo to a 
repolymerisation process:-
. 






where R is any other radical. The qnantum yi8ld for cllain scisf::~,on \Tas 
Carbon monoxide, metbrule and acetaldehyde 
. 
are formed as a result of the Type I reaction. Similar bohaviour trl-t.h 
P1=Vl: was detected by Vlissbrun 67 in thin films, 
yield. The Type II rea.ction again appears to be independent of 
temperature. 
At. elevated temperaturec, E~IK tenc~s to l'elc<':;'[lE! l-Ul·\..~ mO::lOmer 
. .. ] to .1: '1- ~ lon a SJ.illJ. .ar mar.mer ,n .. 1 J,. Uhile indicat.ine 'chat the mochf.lli$l of 
photodegra.clation of PErK is very complex, the rapid drop in riolecuJ.a.r 




~CH - C - en 
-




&leJ.l amounts of 00 and CH4 uere detected. 
68 Scllul tz observed a qU&'1tum yield of 0.22 for rDndom scission 
of Pl.IIK films at 230 C in air which is an order of rH4:'?ni tlIdc ercater 
than that reported fQr Pl.IVK66,67 and is explained as beinG due to the 
higher' energy radiation (253,7:r..m) and maker main chaj.n bonds of FLIK. 
6Q... Tn a series of papers on the photochem:iotry of ketone polymers " 
77 Guillet han eX81Ilined ID811Y of the properties of Pl:'.VK and PLII~ In 
par·ticul~t 71 a copolymer of met1wl methacrylate Y/t th 3fj methyl vinyl 
ketone '1as irradiated in benzene solution, thus each LlVK unit had 
adjacent Ll,;A units. 313.0nm radiation was used Y7hich VIas only absorbed 
by the ketone group. The qumrbJ.m yield for chain sci SSiOll UCl.S found to 
be 2I>proximately 0.2 whiah was lmexpectedly high, almost ten -~iJ.les the 
value for PJ.IVK. 66,67,71 Earlier y;ork69 vr.i. th ethylene - carbon !.-.onoxide 
copolymers indicated that a six l:leiloered rine tl"~1.)1Si tion 3tat(~ \',Q th a J" 
H is a noce:3s~J precursor for tl~e IJorrish ~e II process to occur. 
The lj'//rVK copolymer docs not have a. yri and the cuthors, thc:'ofore, 
suggest a seven •. mcnbcrcd tr2.l:si tion s·taie:-
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The quantum yield for chain breaking at 86°b much is above the glass 
trBnsi tion temperat"ure (75°C) was 0.12. At 25°C, the quantum yield 
is 0.0065. ",lith the quantum yield equal to 0.21 in solution, it appeal's 
that molecular mobility is required in order to form the trDIl3i tion 
state. 
The high value for the qu.antum yield is compared with that in 
PJJVK Ll1 which the absorption of light -by a ketone chronophoro vrill 
resul t in the formation of 8n excited carbonyl group. This c[trbonyl 
will be in close proximity to a series of other ketone groups havine 
similar energy levels end located at rCG'1l1m" intervClls alone the back-
bone of the chain. On the other hnnd, an excited carhonyl in the 
1;II1A/UVK copolymer will be surrounded by JJ.:A GI'0Ul)S \ihi~h have nuch 
higher energy levols t find so enerc:y transfer will not be so ef:-.ic~_€'nt 
as in PM"VY ... TIn. s tttrel)pingno: of the enerc:y at the ketone 
lead to ch"':n scis:.::ion i7hereas in E.VK, the ener~:y i::> Itdilnt0d~' ~:')!lC 
adjacent groups. 
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This L1echani~~l hz.s- been cri"Gicised by K~to wi Yoneshige78 
\~ho irraclia t cd a phenyl vinyl ketonc/ methyl styrene alternating 
copolymer in benzene selutiono T.his ccpolymer 'vihich lacks a. Y R, 
degrades at a much slov-fer r&tG than styrer:.e/phenyl vinyl ketone and 
00 does not seem to a.dopt. the seven -- man berea ring t-ral1~i tioll state 
pos-!;v~ated by Guillet!\ Norrish IJ.ypS II degradation is inhibited a..."d 
the polymer is said to degrade by 'l'ype I foll(J"VTed by phctooy,idation. 
In s"tead , the aD.thors suggeS"~ that the EJ.;,A/UVK 00polyme:r n}")uW8 
higher hydrogen ab:3'Gracting reacti viy toward tho photo8xcl ted k~tol1e 
carbonyl than the styrene copol;ymor. Subsequent ph0tooxiJation account.::; 
:for the increased ra"te of degradation. Quantum yields were not quoted. 
Da:vid et ar79 have described the photolysis of H.;VE D.ud other 
polyketones and. examined energy traJlsier in them. 
Copolyners of mcthyl methacrylate and maleic anhydridE) arc 
subjected to various degradation agencies in (-~11 attanpt to deicI-:-:tille 
the mechanisims of degradation and also to ClU&"'1tify the dCGrndC1tion. 
Similarly, copolymers of methyl Iilethacrylate with methyl vinyl ketone 
ruld methyl isopropenyl ketone are examined and reactivity rntios 
detem.ined. 
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CHAP~ TJO 
a) Uonomers. Before polyn.erisation, methyl methacrylate (Hopkins al1d 
Williams), "'/as distilled under reduced pressv.re to remove tlls 
hydroqu:i.llone inbibi-ooro The infra,..red spectrum of a sample of the 
purified gaseous monomer was identical with that of published spectra. 80 
The inhi bi tor in methyl vinyl ketone (Fluka - SUPI)lied by 
Fluorochern Ltd) was removed by washing the monomer three times with 
dilute alkali solution followed by four washings with distilled water. 
It was dried. over arihydrous magnesium ;:,'Ulphate. 
Similarly t methyl isopropeny·l ketone (~eexaco I/t;d.) '78.8 waslwd 
wi th alkali but:, drying over anhydrous magnesium sulphate apparcn Uy 
failed to remove all water, since, after freezir..g and tha-i'ring in liquid 
ni"lirogen, another phase appeared. This phase persist.ed even after 
distilling the monomer three times under reduced pressure. Nci t.her did 
drying over calcium hydride completely dry the monomer wbich discoloured 
after several days. AI though, it was not confirlll.ed. that thi8 impurity 
was water, (it ID8\Y have been stabilizer, inhibitor or <timer etc), its 
presence may have contributed to the unexpectedly low BolecuJ.El.r Feight 
obtcined in polymerisations TJi th methyl isopropc."'1"vl ketone (i~Ir,-). 
Cas"tGllano anel waugh81 fOillld tha"li- the water content in m8th'.'l ~Ji!()rl 
ketone C :VK) was reduced to below c} o!'.J.y after dis tilling tbe I:1onomer 
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at 756!rrrJHg. pressure, drying over anhydrous rnagnesium sul:phate and 
another distillation. This could be reduced to below 1~~ by further 
drying over anhydrous magnesium sulphate and distillation u.nder 
reduced pressureo In the purification of l':IK in ,the prest:-.nt stud~r! it 
was estimated that the second phase constituted less than 1% of ti'.o 
reaction volume in polymeri sation.' 
Pub" h d .t:' t f lIVK80 d }' TK82 . d '. ... .L.~S e rCJ.erence spec ra 0 - an it.-.. uere ~ Em1i:lcal 
to those obtained for gaseous lurK and EVK. lfVK is also naPled as ,3-huton 
-2r-one and lIlK as 3-methyl-3-buten-l-one in the Ii teratu!'e. 
Ma.leic anbydride (13. 1). II. Ltd) was used as supplied since it 
was greater than, 99.5% pure and the infrB ..... red spectrum of the POv:d.Cl" 
80 in a KB:c disc was identical to published spoctra • Acid groups \'mrc 
not present. 
The initiator used was 2,2' azobisisobutyronitrile (l';Utr{l!n~l~ 
Kodak) (also named 2,2' azobis(2 methyl prop ionitrile». It iiJ.S 
purified by -/;1vice recrystalli sing from ethanol, filtered and dried 
Wlder vacuwn. The initiator and mono~ers were stored in the dark ~-II 
o 
-15 c. 
b) Polymcrisatio..n. A weighed amount of initiator Ci.'ystals \las poured 
into a pyrex graduated dilatometer which was evacuated. "to a prosSl.U'C 
of 10-6torr. The dilatometer had a volume of 165mls., and. a 5ml r.tf!ln 
(see FIGUl2 .2.1) although snaller vessel S \lere used on occasio:lsv In 
maleic a'l1hy\.lride pol)-:;71erisa-cions a knorm \leight of pondered f!(.Jnowr 




%Volume expansion on heating from 20c..C to 60"'C 
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FIGURE 2.I 
Pol~erisation dilatometer 
or four frE:ezing l>,;au thawing cycles tUldcr "TacmIDi using ';J:·a.d"..lated 
reservoirs and 5-j stilled three times before the final clistilla'G-l.o!1 into 
the dilatoI::leterc The first, and laBt 5'ri in each distillatioil were cUs-
carded. CrK proved difficult to thZJi because of its tendanc:-.r to crack 
the reservoirs and :produce bright blue electrical discharges 2.::; it ciid 
so. Thi s. was: overcome by thawing slowly over a pe?:"lod of 0118 hour or 
more. 
Th.e dilatoL'1eter ":ffiS sealed off and placed in a therm03tat, at. 
60°C!. O.5°C a.t'·oor ensuring that the ini tiato-x' had dissolved in the 
liquid phase. Allow-ance had to be made for the expansion of the 
monomers fron l'oom temperature to 600 C and so b:d.ngil1..g tho lovul of the 
reaction !":lixture to -I.;he 5ml gradua.ted stem on -tho dilatomoter. 
~1}lerefore, the volume expansion was measured using a graduated mca::mrillg' 
cylinde~ and the percentago expansion for each monomer is shoml :1.n '..M.3T,~ 
2e 1. The solubility of maleic anhydI""lde in E!,~A limited. 'l;ho rnnf,'c of 
copolymers that~ could be made by bulk polymerisation. The more 
stringent solubility requirements of the copolyruers in toluene for 
molecular weight determination by oSllometry restrictGd the ranee even 
furthel"e 
Polymerisation was tenninated by mnersirLG' the dilutomcter 
in liquid. ni trogen. ~e conversion of nonomer to pol:;''Dor Ylas follot7Sci. 
by measurinG the volume contraction that ta.kes place durine poly·· 
merisa:t;ion. The percentage contraction for 100% conversion to p.Jl~:J.cr 
cl . h . n' 131'·' 2 2 for eo. 1 roon\)mer J,S sown l.n ..L.d. L', • • Conversion W"3,S l)(ver 8..l10'.'lCd 
to oxceed 10%. 
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c) Recoyel:;Y of PolYille~. After breaking open the. dilatorneter, the 
contents were added dropwise -Go 3l~ of methanol. The precipi tste was 
dried and, in the case of p}.Jr.A and 00PGl~'ners with paleic a;.~ll.':dride, 
redi s30l ved in chlorofonn an<;l reprecipi tated in methanol. The 
copolymers wi t.b I,iVK and LIK were redi.ssolved in acetone. The purifica-
tion was repea.ted three times wi tb. the polyr;wr solution being passed 
through a sintered. filter of porosity 1 before final precipitation. 
The polymers were easily grouncl to a fin.e powder wi ih the exception of 
those containing l:,n~t which became progressively more rubb8l"'Y vri th 
increasing llVK content. The polymers were clried at wOe under vaCUUl:l 
overnight. Anala-r.- reagents were used throUGhout. T'118 composi t:lon of 
these polymers is discussed in the following chapter. 
2. ~radation .APJ2..aratu3 
a) The Ultra Violet Source. 
--- -- ---.. -
IJO"Vl pressure mercury Ht..T~ovia Cb.rC'I.1atoJ.i to 
Lamps were used as the 80urce of 253.7nm ra-iiation in this '.rod(& 1'hey 
were c01ll1ec'~ed to a 1. T. H$ Trmlsistorised IKVA Vol ta...Q;0 Regulator to 
ensure that the l8ll1ps recei yed 8 .. consistent voltage &""1d 1.'01'0 110t 
affected by vadations in mains output. 
The mercury arc produces a t-ypical mercury SI'8ctrUIJ of which 
the 253e 7nm wavelength has the stronoO'9st intensity. The output of ·L~i.s 
lamp is shown in FIGUJ:ill 2. 2. 
Und.er the experimental conditions GIlployed, t:18 U. V. liC)!t 11:'.i 
to pass through air, fused silica, and, in the case of thin fiJJ:l 
degradation, a vc'.CUUill, before l'P3.chi.TIC t:ne s.?nple. Those Q -:;Jio., e;:ccpt 
vacuum 3i.n~(: it shou1i have no effect 0:1 rc..d.iui:iO!"f will IlOdify tho 
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radiation from the lamp. In air, only oxygen ulll absorb any of the 
wavelengtbs Emerging from the lamp, other- c::n!lI!lon gases teine tran~ 
parent. ~e oxygen absorption spect:rum consists of two sets of bs.nJs. 
One CODVE-rges at: 240 .. ..0n.rn but the more ijTIportrort: Schuma...YJ..n - Ra."71ge system 
has ?,,,. t:b..reshold wavelength at 200nm C01l'lerging towards 176.1mn83,84. 
These two absorptions correspond to t...,-ro photo-disscciations of oxygen 
molecules: 
, 
+ hv + 0 ( D) 
and + hv respectively 
... 
Ozone ge,s, which was noticeable by its rulell whenever the lamps wore 
in use, is produced concurrently as follows: 
t 
O( D) 
°2 + " ~ °3 + M + lu. I 
0(3p ) + 
°2 + M -1 °3 + Ai 
where M is the necessary third body. 
The wavelength 253.7nm is not of sufficient energy -lio exceed 
the threshold of dissociation of oxygen. But the 184.9rnn 'navel:::n.gt..'1, 
the second strongest: emitted line from the lamp, C&'"1 and. docs lissociate 
oxygen. However, in doing so, it is completely absorbed in 1crn of air
85 
8..11d does not reach the polymer· sample. 'Jater vapour also absorbs this 
wavelength but is transparent to the main wavelellbtih, 253. 7rc. ~used 
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FIGURE 2. 3 
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Absorbtion ~pectrum of fus(>d silica (2nm.) 
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In vieiT of t..'-1e complete absorption of the 184~ 9m line 21li 
the slight attenuation of the 253. 'lnn liue t an~, accor.ling to Hancvia. 
literD:iiure8,6 9010 of the lCmlp' G out-.ru:t. is 253.7m, it was concluded 
that the source was virtually monochrvmatieo The lmaps were allowed 
15 minutes to lrenIl up before smple ~l.rI'adiation commenced. 
b) Actinometry_ To check that, the intensity of radi['.tion unitted by 
the lamps did not vary wi tIl t:Lllle, the nu:nber of quanta 81lli ttcd by each 
source was detel~1ined by actinomet~J periodi ca.l.ly. Thn ID0'bhod employed 
in this investigation involved the use of the potassium forr:i.oxalate 
87 
solution phase chemical actinometer dev€loped. by Hatchard Dll~l Parleer 
which is simple to use but very sensitive over a ,vide r::l.."r1ge of vravc-
lengths. It is based on the fac·t;; that I7hen solutione of K)'C ( C20/.) -, .) -t ) 
in sulphuric acid are irradiated with light of wavelength 250-577nrn, 
the iron is reduced to the ferrous state und tho oxalate is oxidir1cd. 
After irradiation, the ferrous ion can be converted into thr; red 
coloured 1, 10 .phcnanthroline - Fe2+ complex, which is highly ab[101'bing 
and easily 8..llalysed spect:eophotometricallyt> T'.lle exper-imcnt.nl procod1.U'e 
was as follows:-
Solid green crystals of K
3
Fe(C204)3 were prepared as des~ribed 
by Hatchard and Parker87 a.nd Cal vert and Pitts,88 the latter gi vinc; a 
fully detailed summary of the procedure. The preparation f •. ad hon'ili~'1b 
\ 
of the ferrioxa.la-lie solutions were carried out ill a d[1.1'}~ rOQ1n. A 
2+ 
standard c3.libration graph for the analysis of the ~'€ cor::plox Y/:"'.S 
prepared, a.s shown in PIGU~Li= ~. t~, using a Hitachi Perkin Elmer 13)1.;-/-
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FIGURE 2/"* 
Calibration graph for ferrous iens (CD at 5100 ~ i~ a I cn. celV 
The intensity of light in any photolysis cell was ~etc~i~8d 
by irradiating 15ml of ferrioxciate solution (V 1) for a period of 30 
or 60 seconds. .After mixing the solution, 1Orrrls(V 2) was pipetted 
into 8. ?5mls volU!!!eiric flask (V 3)' 2mls of the phenan,th:coline 
sol uti.on and 5mls of 'buffer solution added, and the volume made up to 
25mls with water. An identical blank solution wa.s sicilarly prepared 
v 
using unirraciiated ferrioxala;!ie solution" The tranre1ission of the 
complex solution was measured at 510r.nn in a 1cm colI using the hlank 
solution as a reference. 
The number of Fe2+ ions formed during the photolysis (nFe2+) 













6.023 x 1020 V1V; log (10/1) 
V2 LE 
volume of actinometer solution irrl:.dintpd {mls} 
volume of aliquot taken for analys:i.s (mls) 
Final volume to which the aliquot, V 2 is diluted 
(mls) 
Measured optical density of the solution at 510m 
Path length of the spect!'ophotometer cell used (c~~) 
Experi:nent2.l value of2the molar extinction + I -.J... d Coefficient of the Fe COllip ex as ae~ennlne 
from the slope of the calibration l")lot C:IGU-~~~ 
2.4) 
The light intensity at the scm~le7 Ioi, was calculated 




Q Fe2+ where 
= 
quantum. yield of the rroduc-t Pe2-:- (equal to 
1.25 for -the rad..i..a"~iol1 of wavelength 253. 7n :) 
time of e:cposur9 
(1 _ 10-E(A)L ) 
- fraction of incident. light 
absorbed. 
It was fotmd that there was no reduction in the Imnps efficie:::lcY' 
.. 
during the photod.egradati ve experiments. 
c) RPotod~adation in §elution. l'hotochemical l'eactions mus'li be 
carried out in a vessel transparent to the vravelength of light used.. 
-
Accordingly, photolysis cells were made of' silica. A Iianovia. 
Chromatoli te lamp will. ch has been described was inverted to irradiatE: 
the s3IIlples from below as sho¥nl in rIGUIill 2. 5. A_ t.Y'pical iI'TUdiation 
cell is shovm in FIGUnE 2.6. Each cell was separated by n. cardboard 
screen which effectively enables four distinct degrada"~iOi)S to h(~ 
carried out a:'G the same time, ie. by ranoving a cell evei'Y half h(lu'r, 
irradiations of ~-, 1, "'r} and 2 hours could be performed in 2 hours. 
There was no evidence of either the position of wy one cell or the 
character of anyone cell being differeni; from. any other posi tio!1 or 
cell. 
About 500mg of polymer were dissolved. in 20mls of dry so 1 v'"'rdi 
which was in general metbj-l acetate although other solvents were u~~Gd 
on occasions. A graduated S'Jringe was used to transfer ~1Els of t.he 
solution to each cell. The solution was dega.ssed four titles on the 
vacuum line by freezing and thawinc cycles in liquii ni tror,en. (.Pbi~ 
technique rffJo\"ed all the dissolved gases in particular o:·.:rcen, ,;1'.i~ 




Ultraviolet irradiation of silica cells 




;;,. ...... - Graduat2d seal 
SilicCl. 
FIGURE 2.6 
Silica irradiation cell 
- 31l ... 
-6 sealed off at a pressure of 10 torr. 
On completion of degradation, each cell "as broken open c.t 
the pC!:'j- tion marked x in FIGlIT'I..B 2. 6 and the conte:!1ts -t.l'a.nsferrcd to f 
10ml aarr.:ple bottle, washing out the cell with solven"j; to transfer as 
much of the polymer solution as possible. A boiling stone \1at~ cL~d8d 
and the bottle placed in a"l1 oven at BOoC to boil off I!10st of the 
solvent. The bottle was th6J."1 transferred to the vacuum line as d~ovm 
in FIGURE 2.7 and the remainder of the solvent remove~t. This tochnique 
prevonts the fonnaiion of a glass or film as the solvent is rf-.movGtl, 
and leaves the polymer in a flakey, powdery "fonn. l'1.nally, the bottle 
was left at 600 C overnig...'1t in a vacuum oven. 
The samples were prepared for o3Ilometry, by ndding appro;:i.m;'1.tely, 
the correc~ volume ·of solvent, (toluene or met:b.yl ethyl ketono) -to give 
a 15; w/v solutio!"... The exact concentrations were det8rmine:l b~r 
evaporatings at 80°C overnight, 1ml portions tal{en from the solution 
by pipette to a constant. weight in a pre-v.reighed bottle .. 
d) Thermal and Photothermal Degradation. The appac:'atus is sho,,.:n in 
E'IGU~£ 2.8. The furnace was a Precision crlcn capable of reachinG 
temperatures over 400°C. lUihough the oven had a tEmperature eontrol 
dial, the actual tanperature in t.he cell was measu:rod us5.ne; a chrolllel-
alumcl thermocouple inserted through the top of the cell wi tll the tip 
touching the sili ca .:li sc. The cell was evacuated r.Ilel T.d.BLE 2. 3 [:21·.: 
l!'IGUHE 2.9 show the oven setting versus cell t(l;}per2.ture r":lationsl~I'. 
~'he hc":;:.ting rate of the oven is shovi'll in I'IGlU8 2. 10 • 
.. 35-
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In thermal degradations, the sample, ei th'2r in film o~ disc 
form, \"ro,S weighed 01: a silica disc of Y.1l0ml weight and placed 2.t the 
bottom of the cell. The cell was evaCl',ated to a pressure of 10·..{)tor:'t 
tap Tt closed and liquid ni tr.ogen placed around the traps. The 
starting ti;-ae was taken as the ti:tw at which the oven was owi tched on. 
In photothermal degradations, the sample VTas exposed to ul tr&-
violet radia.tion af"~er i -Ii had reached the required ternpera-iiure. Since 
this temperature vms always lower thDl1 the threshold of thsl1llPJ. 
degradation, it was assumed that no degradation had taken place prior 
to expo sure to U. V. light. 
After completion of degradation, the gaso:J in the tl'ape were 
transferred under vacuum to an infr&-rocl cell either by di3tlJln.tion 
or by t&ple.r pump end the spectru.m recorded. On occasiona, the 
volatiles were d.i.s"tilled into a "cold finger" and weir;bl~d. ~"('.o 
residue was reweighed and then disnol veu. in the npl1I'op:t."ia.to 001 vont 
for molecular weight analysis. 
c) Sample Pr.:2paration. Pressed discs of pol;ynwl' wore maJe by com-
pressing typically 80-100mg of sample under vacUtml at a pros3uf'C of 
20tolls/square in0h. ~"'he diameter of each disc lias 20rmn Pond it3 
thickness about 25~ 
used in photodegradation. 
It'illls were p:'epared b:t a ~dinc, in tYro st~,~:), :1--1} ~ of !=-ol:v'u ~,~, 
solution of conc~lltration about 50ILe/DI. 'l1w solvent wn3 f'vr~po !.'a t·.:::i 
'" r oOe f -1" 1 u ("0 ';.,'1.C' in air ove::.:night 2,',d then 1m Lor vaCUU.:1 at IL 'or I I 1l r~, • 
.... 4"j •• 
problems of solvent removal are discussed in Chapter 5. Tne f:ilr:l 
thickness calculated frem a. knowledge of the Ui8:!:leter of the f5_111, 
its mass and its densi -by, and by meazllrcment with a. Llicroric-ter S(:l'C'\1, 
gauge, was about 801'. 
,/' 
f) Photo~~raJ.ation of T.hin :F'iID3 at RoOT:! Tcmperai.itJ.l"c. Films I:ere 
ca.st placed in the i:"rarliation cell and til? system eV3.clJ2..ted PlAq ill 
the pre"lious section and as illustrated in Figure 2.8. After v:n ~idne 
up the lamp, the sample was exposed to U. V. rurliation ':.rl thout the oven 
being switched on, gases being trapped in liquid ni tro.'·ol~ ~1}le 
products of degradation were treated as previously <lescri bed. 
g) ~errnogravimetry. Thermogravimetry (TG) \iaG carried out u3in~~ ti 
Du Pont 950 Therrnog11 avimetric Analyser which employs l1 null -type 
balance in which any weight, change in the S8Ju}Jle is OPPoSC(~ b~{ (.Ill equal 
restoring force applied to the -be<:1L1. 'rhis rostoring l.'orce is tlWll D. 
measure of the cha11ge in the weight of the sample. Ilrne baJoanC'o C'Ji. be 
operate~ up to 12000 C, ei ther isothe~'!l1ally 01' by progrDlil:;}inG l1t H 
heating rate of 0.50 C to 300 C por minute. The rwin (lis~dv[J..'1tD.Ge of this 
particular instrument is that it cc..rmot be u2ecl under hiCh vacuUI!l 
condi tions. Thus, exact coLlpari son of result from T\' A cannot be m CL 3c. 
In this study, a heating rate of 10°C per L'inutc W3.8 uDed i)J 
degra~e 5 or 1Or1g s81nples in an at·.losphere of ni tr~&'en. 
h) Thenno.l Volatilis'ltion i~nlysis. The tcclmi~U8 of The':i'ci 
DO 
Volatilisation Analysis C~l:'_) was first descri'{)c: 1 by : c::"ill ./ rw.::", 
mc~sures the thorual conductivity of tte vol:-1tilc t.lO-t·:; j.:-:l noc,lvr·d 
,. .. t~2 .... 
frOD a heated polymer sCTlpJ.e vitd.c:il is c0n·:~.~.nlJ.o·tlsly (,ei!1~ ?1J!.11)ed. 
In the basi c TVA sYStC8, a Piran:i. t;auge is attached. to 2, 
vacuum system at a convenient point between -the heated sample ClE'~ +:)(:-
cold Jlirap (-196°C). The products which leave -lihG hot 3OI1e pas::; '~lrr'~11.~~:1 
the system and produce a response on the Pir2nj. {;!.J.t'.geo If c.n a:ldi ':oiOllcJ. 
trap, at sone te:.'1lperature bet11een ambient and the:b of the main tJ:~',p, 
is placed before the Pir81li gauge, as shown in PIGUHE 2. 11 t then -L,b~ 
gauge will now respond only to substances sufficiently -; .. olatile to })a::;s 
through the trap. By va.rying the fL."ot t!.'a}? tSiilIJCrnture j.n Co SC):ie0 of' 
experiments a considerable amount of inforl'::1G.tion about the natl}.rc or the 
products mO-Y be obtaLl1ed. 
The differential condensation TI1\ aIJpe.ratus (DCfiVA), ahoYnl in 
l!'IGURE 2. 12 \Vas later developed by llcHeil190 and ollorw the above 
infonnation to be obtDined in a single experiment. Tiri.3 syBtem eI.1.ploys 
a series of five traps mai.ntained at differ(mi; tmperatu.ro:J, o[l.ch 
folloWed by a Pirani gauge. 'rhe respol1ses from the Pirani gaugos ore 
fed into a nul ti-point recorder so the.t they are recorded simul toneou:~l::.r. 
These· traces of the responses are a measure of the rate of volatilis[l.t~;~on 
. t t.. ae8~ns ·ulme. The traces give an indication of the <.'.Ih'lounts of the 
various prociucts which are volatile at the variop~s trap te!11pcrptures. 
A separate te[)pcraturc versus tiIrle trace is 31.80 record'2d :0 thLtt uhen 
a line?.!' teT1pera.tn.rc progr<:EJne is used, as in normal practice, any 
deviations of the :-:oating rate fro~_~ lincctri ty mc:y be checl:cd. 
1.lcl1eill haG extended ;rl~\ oven further by incc'r:;'ol'Ll.tinG 3. 







FIGURE 2. II 
Basic TVA system 
r-- Trap I 
~ .. 







Normal working temperatures 
Trap I .- 100°C 
° Trap 2 - 75 C 
Trap 3 - 45°C 
Trap 4 OoC 
0 
Trap 5 -196 C 
FIGURE 2.12 














differential condensation TVA syste.m 






recording the weight~ loss of the sanple a.s i-l~ degrades. 
It ha.s been found that polymers give very charactedstie 
thelm0gr-ams al1(i muc-h. informat:i.Ol1 about stabili -vJ, reaction I:l echanisms 
and tJ:.e natul"e of the volatile products can be deduced. Furthor 
infonnation c~"1. be obtained by al1alysis of tho volatiile materials which 
have condensed in the various traps, the short chain fragnlcmts wbich 
condense on the walls of the reaction tul)e outside the furnace 041d the 
residue. 
TechniquEE of imalysi 8 
---- - ~-
a) The number average molecular weight, 
was determined by a LIechrolab 501 High Speed OS:1ometer using C'.e110p,h~LL"l(; 
300 membranes. Both toluene and methyl ethyl ketone were used as 
solvents" 
llie basic equation relating os';lOtic pressure to number average 
molecul<:.,r w70ightH ,is the expression of Van't Hoff:::: 11' =:. 
n M~ 
where R is the gas constant, T is the tEmlperatUl'e, 7Y iD ·~he 
osmo-hic pressUTe and c is the concentration of polymer in g/100g of 
solvent. 
The molecular vreiglrt, is obtained by measuring the oS:lOtio 
pressure of the solution at different concentrations and by plotting 
'\1'/ c vel.' su S C. This should give a straight. line plot, fran whicl1 '1'(/ co 
ID8.(f bo obtained by extral)olt\i;ion to infinite dilation. A conversion 
factor cJ.epc:n,ling on the sol vClr~ used, g-i.ves -the m.nnbcr 9.verace 












A typical molecular weight plot 
... 46 -
b) S.p0ctr.:oscopic_~ech!1..iqu(~s. Infra-red spectra were recorded on a. 
Perkin KLmer 257 Gratin.g Spectrophotometer using, fo~ gases, a cell 
of path length 10an and for solids, KBr discs of Qass 300mg contaitt.iLg 
}ng of sample. 
Ul trar-violet, spectra were recorded on a Unicmo. SP800 spsctro-
pr...otometer using 10mm quar"bz cells. 
Nuclear l;;agnetic Resonance spectra- were recorded un a VFl.r-lan 




COPOLYJt8RISATION .A1ID m:;;AGTIVITY RATIOS 
.. --- ----
1.; Introduction 
In the copolymerisation of two monomers, thero are four 
possible propagation step s?1 
RC::lC·~ion Rate 
M1 + M1 -1 M1 .. K11 OJ~1" ) (M .,) 
I 
11 ~ 
1 + 112-7 F "2 K12(M1· ) (M2) 
M' 
2 +M 1 -} M1 K21 (M2' ) O,T 1 ) 
.. 
M 2 + M2 -1 11 2 K22 (H2" ) (I.I2) 





in which r 1 ~2 K21 
and are knovm as the reaoti vi t;y 
ratios. are the molar Grlounts of monomer UP.l.c-l:t lca.d to a 
copolymer containing the monomers in the ratio oJ: 1 
6M2 
If F a.nd (1-r') are the mole fractions of mononors 1 ond ~ in 
the copolj'l;:or aI'ld £' anel (1-£) are the mole fractions of nO~~OL1f~r3 1 ~L"").d 





+ f 2(F_1) r 1 Cl-f)2 F (2) 
By preventing the P9l)1nerisaticn reaction from exceeding 10'; 
convers-lon to polymers the monomer feed composition is assumed to be 
constant. If' the composition of' thl~ monomer mixture and tha l:esul ting 
. ·copol:ymer ca.l1be determined, then the rea.ctivi ty ratios m~y be 
. ,calculated. 
Using C 14 labelled. l.J.IA, Blackley and Eel ville96 ° bt~i.ned. 
tn' P. aJ. :z 5:'1 0 03 f' th !. ' • -hr ~ . f 
- V' ues r~ r. 'il ;::.:;. ana rlla1A =. .or. e re~c·v~Vl. t.J.Y ra.aOB 0 lJJ.L 
me"tbyl methacrylate (I.il~A) and maleic anhydride (1.~a1A) S'JS"bem polymerised 
at WOe. Since, under the polymerisation oondi tions rnlploy(~d, r!1n.leio 
Mbydride does not homopol;YI:1erise rlia1A should be zero. Ho\10VCr, it: 
was found thn;'G a copolymer containing more tha.11. 5~:; Ha1A CQuld bo 
prel)a.red. This was ascribed to the effect of th0 penulJvirQP.to eroup 
in the met~rl nlGtha..l~lla.te radical affecting ~~e roactivi ty of malGia 
alili~fdride. De Wilde 3nd 3llets97 obtained the vaJ.ues rUMA :;: 6.7 !- 0.2 
and r Ma1A = 0.02 at 75°C. Copol;ymer composition analysis VIas clono 
elGctroti trimet~ically, a f!1ethod also used 'by Louch8UX and BanJerct98,99 
in addition to unalysis for nitrogen after reaction wi ill p-toluidineo 
Reactivity ratios for J.:IK/~I~A and E\n(/LJ.~A have not yet been 
• ,"'11. t,.,r 2 a.ni t21C conditions :i 11 TAjj1!'~ j. 1. The d01Wi ty 0J.~ ],1 ethyl J.n wlap .~-
... ·19 -
TABLE 3.1 
Polymer Codename V:>lume of Amount of Mole fraction % of 




PMMA PMMA 165 0.0509 
PMMA new PMMA. 164 0- 0.0396 
PMMA Aug PMMA 165 0.0295 
PMMA 73 PHMA 165 0.0247 
PMMA/l1alA 100/1 160 5.1410g 0.0339 0.0077 
PMMA./MalA 50/1 ~.- 156 I2.0363g 0.01'16 0,0139 
PMMA/MalA 20/1 145 24.3572g 0.1382 0,0514 
PMMA/MalA 19/1 145 24.6909g 0.1:399 0.0301 
PMMA/MalA 18/1 144 26.2754g O. r485 0.0318 
PHMA/MalA 12.5/1 135 37.5570g 0.2100 0.0495 
PMMA/MIK 1/2 110 54mls o .3l~4 0.0308 
PMMA/HIK 1/1 82 82mls 0.517 0.0297 
Pl-ll1A/HIK 2/1 50 1I4mls 0.710 0.0322 
PMIK PMIK 0 I62mls 1.000 0.0350 
PI1MA/HVK 2ioMVK 47 0.8mls Oe 02O 0.100 
P}ll-JA/MVK 7iJ1VK 45 3mls 0,086 0.100 
PMMA/HVK 90/10 r03 IOulls 0.115 0.0278 
PMMA/MVK I57.J1VK 41 7mls 0,184 0.100 
PMMA/MVK 70/30 48 I6mls 0.308 0.040 
PNHA/HVK 70/30 (AD) 00 401.11ls 0.400 u.v'.'.97 
FMMA/HVK 50/50 35 28mls 0.500 0,04 
PMMA/MVK 50/50 (AD) 57 I02mls 0,705 0,0306 
PHP..A/HVK 30/70 18 34mls 0.716 0.07 
..,.. 
PMHA/HVK 10/90 7 52mls 0.908 0.08 
PMVK PMVK 0 54mls 1,000 0,07 
- 50-
th 1 -l- t ,. / 100 me aery alle uas aken as 0.93og c. c. ,for methyl vi!\yl keto!1G as 
O. 864g/ c. c 101, methyl isopropenyl ketone e.s O. 841g/ c. c 101 and mElleic 
101 ° anhycL~rle as 1. 48g/c. c ,recorded at 20 C wi tll a vrater reference at 
4°C. The respective nolecular weight) mre 101.11., 70.09, 84.12 and 
98.06. 
3. l.Iethods of Analysi.~ 
~le follo\Y.ing techniques were usod to deieLmine '~e composit.ion 
of the copolymers:-
a) Mi croanalysi s 
b) Infra-red spectroscopy 
c) Ultr~violet spectroscopy 
d) l~clear ma~gnetic resonance spectroscopy 
a) lili cro an aly s:h§.. Pov7d.ered samples of polymcr vrers suomi ttod. for 
elemental £U1aJ.ysis for carbon and :bydrogen. The result:;; nre nho\'m ill 
TABLE 30 2~ 
For the methyl lJlethacrylate/maleic anh.Jdride copolJ'1llcrs, the 
theoretical carbon content. will r&'1ge from 6CY,~ for PU:A to ~9. ~~,~ for 
n 12.5/1 copolymer. This difference is obviously too gnDJ..l to l1ake 
t b f rnAJ31~ > ~ ') quanti tati-ve analysis worthuhile. -rfl1ilc i ('31 e seen . rom .1.:. ). c.. 
tl ' tht'> ,...,---, noted irr.ncl Ol~ c~'Y'bon cont~nt i~ m-:>-j.nt!'·.; nc:l, 'Lb~ duta is 1[1:(, .... '- ~.!.)~ .... : - '-"_ _ _ Uo..' ~
1 ,..... n",. - t cleo.!' y 0I :~l1S11I I~C~en 
C0}101~YJ~JC~.' C(J;~porri tion by this meth.')c. EV(ill using a maleic 8l1h.,::drlde 





Polymer 70C 7JI 
Pl1HA 60.48 8.19 
Aug Pl1MA 59.71 8.05 
. 73 PI1MA 59.80 7.86 
IOO/I. 61.58 8.30 
50/1 60.40 8.14 
20/1 59.46 7.91 
19/1 58.37 7.58 
18/1 58.50 7.51 
12,,5/1 58.81 7.62 
1/2 63.70 8.74 
1/1 65.00 8.90 
2/1 67.41 9.08 
- 52-
Polymer %C ~Q{ 
---
2i'oMVK 59.94 7.86 
7i'J.1VK 60.13 8./-J4 
90/10 61.38 8.39 
15 iOll.f'lK 58.77 8.52 
70/30 ... 61.60 8.33 
70/30 (J\J) 61.60 7.98 
50/50 62.70 8.32 
50/50 (AD) 64.64 8.27 
30/70 64.21 8.32 
10/90 65.88 8.43 
PNVK 68,32 r. n' ()~()'f 
PMIK 71.18 9.59 
!.~el ville96 found that microanalysis gave a considerable spread of 
resul ts and no·ted that an error of 17% in cn.:!:'bon content- \/ould give 
rise to an error of 10% in the methyl methacrylate content of a 
copolymer. 
The posi tlon is not so bad for the LIK/LHA and the L},fA/liVK 
copolymers. The carbon content:. for FEIK and pj.::vK is theoretically, 
71.'43% anel 68.57'i~ respectively. Thus, by constructine standard CUl."\TCS 
(FIGURE 3.1) it is possible to determine the ElIl10unt of i.IlK or LVI<., in 
a:ny copolymer wi th l~MA. Rather than take -the theoretical values for' 
the carbon content; of Pl,=:.I:A, PMVK B..'r).d fUIK, the experimentally detormined 
values for these polymers were used in order to keep any constant 
inherent; error in .1tihe microanaly·ticaJ. de'~ermination to 11 minimum. ~Phe 
resul ts '\7ere in good agreement, with theory.' 
The hydrogen content, of these polymers is tl'oa:bnd in a. 
similar way (FlGUR[<; 3. 2). The mole fraction of the ketone: groups in 
the cOpolymers as detcrmined by this method is shown in TABI,E 3. 3. 
Using equation (2) in wbich :b' is tho mole fractIon of 'i.J.1O 
ke'bone in the copolymer and f is the mole frac"hion of the kotone in 
t") 
the monomer feed, tk"1.d plotting f(.:!=2B i ) against ft. (P-:..1) , 
(1-f)F (1-f)~ 
then the intercept, r 2, -rrill be the reactivity ratio of LJ,1,A a..'1d 
gradient, r 1 t will be the rcacti vi ty ratio of the ketone. This is 
T~ -) 1 t 102 The re~," ts fo-... the COT)ol'VT"lcr" CJ of knovm as a J.!..L.ueua.."1 - 1,OS3 p.o'. "'i\.oL..L" ".~ oJ 
}~VK as determinod by by l::ogen nnalyai3 i7cre not plotted. m.n~) j t is 




Standard curve of 7£ from microanalysis versus 
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Polymer Mole fraction of ketone group Mole fraction of ketone 
from carbon analysis group from hydrogen a~H: J Y" 15 
73 PMMA 0 0 
1/2 o .3!+2 0.508 
1/1 0.457 0.601 
2/1 0.669 0.705 
PMIK 1.000 1.000 
2i'oMVK 0.017 0.000 
77J1VK 0.039 0.592 
90/10 0.185 0.541 
157'oMVK 0 0,674 
70/30 0.211 o .'~80 
70/30 (AD) ~b .211 0,122 
50/50 0.340 0,469 
50/50 (AD) 0.568 0.418 
30/70 0.517 0.469 
10/90 0.714 0.581 
PMVK' 1.000 1.000 
- 56-
can be seen frC:J FIGUTIE )02 that an error O. 3;~ in hydrogen content 
'I 
the best: which can be expected from microanalysis, ,,:ill lec:;,Q to an 
error of ~~ in the content of ketone in any ~ :~.A,:L\'cT1~_ 1 
' copo Y1ler. 
The Fineman - Ross plot for the ]J::::I~;l.J~A copolj1J8I's ~s st07.T. 
in FIGUHE 3.3 using the carbon ~md. hydrogen microanalysis fiGures. 
The reason for the differance in the two lines is due to the relatively 
inaccurate determination of the hydrogen content ill the copol~rmera. 
FIGUHE 3.2 il1dicates' that an error- of 0 0 3% in hydrogen cor-tent can 
lead to &"1 error of 20% in the ketone content. of nny LIK/~ 'J.:A copolymer. 
However, using the carbon analysis data tha "error will be about 3% 
and therefore it is this line which w::i..ll lead to tho more accu!'ate 
values for the reactivity ratios of the J~IK/l,J~A copolymers. They nrc 
shown in Tabl e 3. 12." 
Similarly, the Fincman-Ro ss plot fo~'" tho; :r:.A/1.1VK COl)olYlllor's 
is shown in FIGURE 3.4. The reactivity ratios arc pr(~sen'i;ed in Table 
3. 12. J?rom FIGUl1E 3. 1 the error of 0.3% in carbon content "ill lead 
to an error of 4% in ketone content. A further scurce of error in 
microanalysis results from the rubbery texture of copolymers wi tll high 
liVK content which makes microanalytical measurements more difficult 
and explains the relatively TIider scatter of points in l!lIGUHJ~ }. 4 as 
compared with l!'IGURE 3.3. It is obvious i':.'om these results thr.:~ ·the 
method of carbon and hydrogenanalysis is not. ~mfficicntly scnsi t::.ve 
for the accura.te detennination of reactivity ratios in these 8~'fjt(::ns. 
b) l11..fr~red~ctI'oscopJ':. Previous work 103 on the dct(:~1Jlinati0n cf 
the reactivity ra.tios of 1.::A/1 :a1A. copol~r::e:L"s b;) Cllwlltito.ti vc :~nf'j'J,-::,'cd 
.- 5?-·· 
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3 FIGURE 3.4 
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spectroscopy ge:ve ValU.8& in good agTeement yr.L th those of Blac}:ley 22l,i 
at:: 
yP 1 "11 ./0 L~e VJ. . e. The technique depC!lds on the abI1..oll~ally hig.1:l extin(r~0n 
coefficient: of the anhydride carbonyl str·etclti.ng mode a-rr 17900.'1·· 'I 
(5. ~L') t-inich is readily observed E:ven in D. copolyucr conttining 2..3 
li ttle as 1% of maleic azlbydridef> The ratio of m'3tb~ll Iwthn.cryJ.a.r~ .1";0 
maleic anhydride in any copolymer is found by comparing the intens:VI.\{ 
of the w.bydrido absorption to an absorption duo to the Pletbyl 
me-lihacrylate groups. The peak at 750an-1 (13.5r is tUu.cr.le to Pl.J:l,. 
Hovrever, -the extinction coefficients of these abso.('ptio~13 are not equnl. 
In order "lio make quanti tam va comparisons vr.i. th thoDe penks, mixiT.7.'CS or 
PM1i:A p...nd succinic anh.y<L-r-ide were prepared in knoml compositions. 
Succinic anhydride was chosen sin.CG it possesses a similar structure 
to the anhydride group in the copolymer. It was assumed tha.t -thu 
extillction coefficient of the succinic anhydride 8lvl the oopolymer 
anhydride were the same. 
The spectra of th8 mixtures, as KBr eli sos, wore rccordc·d on 
a Perkin - Elmer 257 Grating Infra-red SpectrophotoUleter. Tne [tfL!\r1ride 
carbonyl absorption appears at 1785an -1 (5.61'). ~1e absorb&lce or 
optical dens-l ty of the anhydride ca.rbonyl :peru\: was mee.surcd by draTIine 
t" base line for each peak a.~d reading off the tranreti ttn..'1ce at the 
pea.l( height. EUld base. 'llhese two values <i..C8 conver-~e<l to abso:L'b~cc 
and thus the absorbance due to the caTbonyl peM. is calculc·;:ecl. ~'he 
absorlJance of the IlJ.:A peal\: was simila.rly obt~d.ncj. 
D f ·· X • c ~rung . oy:·", 
x :;; absorbnnce of S1.lCci!!i ~_~~-d:J'~.d~ 
absorb[>.l!ce of liJ:A 
.. 60·· 
and plotting aeeinst the lUlOml P1J-,:A. oomposi tion of the m::tu?"es, 
PICHJHE 3.5 cc:m be drawn. By measuring X for. the copolymers, the 
composi tion of' the copolymers can be read directly from FIGUTI "5. 5. 
r 2 = 3. 36 and r t :: 0.04 (:&'IGlJRE 3. 6t line b» l!hi cll were in elo ~e 
agreement with those of Blackley and Eelville, r 2 ~ 3~5 a...l1d r 1 :: 0.03 
(see FIGUHE. 3.6 line a». Since the resolution of the anbydriuc pe?!~ 
from the ester peak. can be poor on occasions whon the snnplo if:: not 
sufficiently well ground to avoid broadening of th8S€: p~c!.ks, the inire-
red spectra were recorded in chloroform solution on a Perdn .... Elmcr 
2.25 Grating Infra-red Spectrophotometer. OnCe again, mix-liul"es of 
succinic anhydride and PlillviA uere prepared and the solution s]}ectra. 
recorded.~ However, this tiBe, the anhydriJe peak VlaS compared wi'th 
the ester absorbance~ ~ABLE 3.4 shows ·the I"GSul ts oo"taincd by cOJ!lpn.ring 
the absorbances of the anhydride and es"cor peaks, (~.nd. FIGUnE 3.7 t 1-ltl 
standard curve from l")lotting Y, 11!here Y ::: absorhal1.cc of anhydri~t.0., 
absorbar;ce of ester 
agains~ the mole fraction of anhydride. Bec811se of the l~clo.ti VI,"; 
insolub:Lli ty of succinic anlJ:y-dride in chlor'ofonn, mixtures oonhinin& 
higher peroontages of anhydride could not be prepared and so the line 
was ex.-tr~polated to cover the ranee necessary for compari son with Ell 
the copol:')'lnBrs. 
Al though PL;lA docs not contain arLl}ydrido groups, there i 3 r.. 
snall absorpti.on at 1700a:l~ 1 _;.ue to the shouller of the cst r ):, P0f'2: r.t 
-1 a'osocl--,tl'on l"n -_-'IGUIC ~7, tins COYlt!.'.~bu-c~o~ 1730011 • l~ including thi s _. ..,. 
spcctrun., tlw:t. of tLL' 20/1 cOI'olyncr, is shorm in l;'IGl.J1C 3. D • 











Calibration curve of X versus % methyl Methacrylate 
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Fineman Ross plot for ~~/MalA copolymers 
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FIGURE'3.7 
Calibration plot of Y versus mole fraction 
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Table 3.4 
Absorbance y Mixture Mole fraction of 









12.5/1 .258 1.028 
18/1 .212 1.066 
19/1. .179 1.035 
20/1 .211 1.094 
50/1 .088 ' 1.025 
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Carbonyl region of infra-red spectrum of 
20/1 c0poly~er in chloroform solution 
- 66-
6.0 
r~sults of the comparison vdth the s1ia."Y}darti curve· are shevm in T..il.m,E 
3.5. T'.1le reactivity ratios in TABTI1~; 3e 12. uere obtained from the 
·Fineman - Ross plot. in FIGURE j. 9. 
A modification of this techniqlle can be used for the UIKAl1iA 
copolymers. The nolar absorbance for the carbonyl stretching frequency 
for each homopolymer is measured. It, is assumed that the amount oft 
say, the ketone ill a copolymer will be directly proportional to tho 
molar absorbance of the ketone peak in the infro,-red spectrum.; For 
example, in the 1/1 copolymer, the molar aboorbanoe of the estor and 
-1 -1 . 
of the ketone absorptions at 173'5cm M!i 1700an will be half thu~ 
for the corresponding homopolYI.1ers. The appropriate region in the 
infra,-red spectrum of the 1/1 copolymer is shown in PIGUnE 3. 10. 
The m.ole fraction of ketone in a:ny copolymer is found e.s 
follows:-
Le~ x = mole fraction of ketone in copolymer 
-1 Let y = absorbance of ketone at, 1700cm as reoordod 
Let M = molar absorbance of ketone 
Let Z = concentration of ketone in mg/ml. 
Let M. 71. = molecular weight of an average unit 
." u = 
• • 
absorbrolq,e. x mole fraction 
no. of moles. 
= ~.M. U. x 
Z 
(1) assuning the linear 
relationsp..ip between M a.nd x previously desc:ci bod. 
















Blackle and Melville 
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Carbonyl region of the infra-red spectrum 
of the III copolymer in chloroform solution 
the ho:nopolyketone rrbich co...'1 be calcul2:tcd, and uhen x = 0 t.here m.ll 
be no a.bsorbance since there is no cilror.lophore pl"esent. 
l·T l' 1].· , oj '7 ( 1 ) ~OWt ~;. := j .... I,. MJAAO -x 0' ..... + :~. it .. 1; .J.. 
.:e vone 
x 
ie. when x,-= 1 t for PI.:IKt lor. w. = 100 (1--1) + 84 x 1 = 84 
and when x;::O, M.71. == 100 (1~O) ... 84 x 0 = 100 
substituting in (1), 
14 = ¥--r J.!. 1'1. !.:lOA (1-x) + M. WOk to xl e ne J - (2) 
For B,llE, 1'1 = 84y, thus. 1A can be calculated, This value is subnti t-uted 
Z 
in equation (2) and x can be detellllined. A similar cal culatiou with 
PMMA will give x based in the ester absorption. The rosnl is are 
shown in ~CABLE 3.6. In th~ory, tho mole fraction fer tho l:otone should 
be -bhe S8!Ile for l~otrJ. met.hod3 of measurement. P;.Qwever, bec3.n~Jo tho 
peaks are close together and are '~o some extont oV8rla:I)pln~, tho 
precise absorbance of each peak ca.1illo·b be measured al>solu·Loly. But 
the average value of x for the two methods described abovo will gi\TC 
the most, accurate value for this technique sinco, for an..v contzrl bution 
to sa:y, the ketone absorbance from the estor, the SCl!Je contri bu-tion \rill 
be lost from the ester absorbance and therefore by taking the avcrnec, 
roT;! contribution from one absorption to the othcy\'lUl be eli.minated. 
The corresponding Fineman - Ross pIo·t is showl! in ?JGm;-,r·; 5. 11 
and the reactivity ratios in TABI."S 3" 12. 
Unfortunately, the carbonyl [';'osorptions of the ontc:' a."4d the 
ketone uere not resolvei in the L;1A/1~VK copolyr,lCrs. Houcvel~, it is 
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ketone absorbance ester absorbance 
X X 
73 PMYA 0.000 0.000 0.000 
1/2 o .'f07 0.390 '0.399 
III '0.612 0.450 0.531 
2/r 0.690 0.658 0.674 
PMIK 1.000 1.000 1.000 
- 71 -
FIGURE 3.I1 
Fineman Ross plot for l'aK/Mt,tA. copolymers analysed 
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from examination of the infra?-red spectrum in the' region 1300-1400.:m: ' 
Irrfrar-red syectra of the copolymers. were recorded by casting a. fim 
from chloroform solution on to a KBr disc. The rubbery texture of 
the l;.=.A/~.IVK copolymers make grinding \'ery difficult. The spectra of 
two polymers showing the appropriat(~ f:!.'equency range are illustr[ .. tcd 
in FIGlntES 3.12 and 3.12~ llie peaks a.t 1385cm-1 and '1355an-1 are 
due to c - H defomations in HJ.:A and H.iVK. The relnti va exiJinctir,;n 
coefficient., of the 1355cm-1 peak compared to the 1385crn.-1 peak is 
:found by measuring the absorb2nce of each peak in the Sp~3ctra of the 
homopolymers and comparing it. with the absorbance of the carbonyl 
stretching mode at 1735an -1 in PEHA and 1705"cra-1 in. H'-lVY~ ainco the 
extinc'l;ion coefficients of the carbonyl absorptions are similar (coe 
6' -1 -1 TABLE 3. ) the ratio of the 1355an peak to the 1385an poak io 
found '00 be 2. 77. -1 -1 The absol'bances of the 1 )5500 and 13fJ5(.Ill nrc 
measured in ~the copol:ymers and, after p...llowlng for th3 difforence in 
extinction coefficients, thG amount of ketone in the copolymcro can be 
found. The results are shown in TABLE 3.7 but, '~he reactivi toy rn-tio3 
have not been calculated because of the i"elative inaccuracy of thonc 
mea.surement.s. Polymers vii th large amounts of ke'!iolle produce opoctl'a 
-1 -1 -1 in which the 1355an peak obscures ollie 1385cm peak. The 1355cm 
peak in the 2<,::, l1VK copolymer was '000 sn all to be measured. 
c) :01 trar:Violet Spectroscopy. The SaIDP. methods trhich wcrG applied 
to infrar-red spectroscopy can be applied to ul-trar.violet. rrpGctroscopy 
-'I. 
to determine the ketone content in copolymers wi th J~:rA. 'l~w ,'\. -) IY 
tra.ns:i. tion of the ketone group appears at a uavelcneth of 280-2)01:: 
considerati.ons zpply hOTe r....q in the :previous scction. 'file nh~!'b~l.nc':s 






Infra-red of 70/30 copolymer 
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FIGURE 3.13 
Ultra-violet spectrum of PMIK 
- 76 .. 
350 
TABLE 3.8 
Polymer Concentratior. Ab"orbance Mole fraction 
Z (mg/ml) y X 
~ ---
---
PHMA 1.75 0,,000 0.000 
2iJ1VK 1,,91 0.000 0.000 
7ioMVK 2.06 Oc040 0.046 
90/10 2.23 0.073 0.0'/7 
I5iJ1VK 2.25 0.137 0.141 
70/30 (AD) 2.11 0.328 0.337 
SO/50 2.10 o .~G·8 0.463 
50/50 (AD) 1.97 0.637 0.633 
30/70 2.27 0.751 0.645 
10/90 1.98 1.040 0.917 
PMV'K 1.39 0.822 1.000 
1/2 2.03 0.318 0.352 
1/1 2.08 0.525 0.545 
2/1 1.88 0.680 o ~ 756 
PMIK 0.96 0.482 1.000 
- 77 -
.. 
For ELIK , Jl = 2,; 402 x 84 
0.96 
= 42.2 
•• equation (2) now reads, 
42.2 x = (100-16x) l 
z 
-••• x == 100X 
Z 
42.2 + 16y 
z 
The resu.lts are shown in 'PABLE 3.8 
For fMVK M = 41.4 
= x == 100iL 
z 
41.4 + 30;[ 
z 
Again, the results are shown in T.ABLE 3.8 :E'IGURES )0 14 and j .. '15 S110W 
the :b~neman - Ross plots for the EIK/tTIJA a...l1d W.tfvilVK oopolymers j'on-
pectively. The reactivi t71 ratios obtained from -lihese plo'bs v]pro 
ca.lculated n.nd are shown in TABLE 3. 12. 
Once again it has been assumed that the extinction cooFLi. cieni, 
of the ketone absorption is not affected by the neighbourinG unitn. 
However, two points arise from the U. V. spectra:-
i) ~ for PMIK is 289mj'v\ and for Pl;'iVK). j [3 ~\·}6·l'\ft'\.J thu:J 
m~ m~ . 
illustrating the effect, of substi-tution in tlw oc. po~d.t.ion to the 
carbonyl group i:-l t..~c ketone unit. 
ii) for t~le 1.:I11l:.:A series;\ varies from ':<37nlft for tho 
t13JC 
for the 7<; LVX copol~1:1er to 2s6-I\M fOJ' Pi.~-'l}:9 
I 
- 73-
FIGURE 3. Il~ 
Fineman Ross plot for 11IK/~{HA copolymers 
by ultra-violet spectroscopy 
... 
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FIGURE 3.15 
Fineman Ross plot for MHA/MVK copolymers 
by ultra-viol~t spectro~copy 
.. 4 
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lower wavelengths with the il~Cl"'easin~ incidence of au' ; ",r.nn.J. In- A • t 
- "'i..> v 0.\; -- v w...~ l.l!Xl S. 
The molar absorb21lces of B.:m and HJVK flare very close ill 
spi"he of the effect of QS",€ sUbstitution in n.:IK, therefore the 
exirinction coefficien-{j: has not been significa.ntly al'~ered~ It is 
assa1lled that the same holds for tile effect of even llore remot8 groups. 
d) Nuclear l:?f,>TIetic Hesonance Spectroscoru:. N.o. r. has already 
104-107 been shown t-o be a vaJ."J.able method for deteluining tbe ro-
activity ratios of pairs of monomers in which the elemental co;nposi tions 
are similar. 
• 
i) llIK/1llJA copolymers. FIGURE 3. 16 shows a typicE'.l spectrum. 
Two separate regions of the trace were used to detennine the amount 
of each monomer in the l)olyt'ler. 
8,) Using 250Hz expansions from"j' 6" - 8.5 and from "," 7.5 - 10.0, 
the peak a;li'i 9, which is due to.>:.He protons, is taken to be equivalent 
to three protons. The methylene peak at: 8. 2, is alway s due to 2 
protons. Therefore, by subtraction, the area due to the ketone protons 
can be calculated. Comparison of this area with the area under the 
MMA ester peak at 6.57' mIl give the proportion of LIK in the copol:JTler. 
The areas under the peaks were measured by averdt,c-ing trJ2 five integrals 
on the spectra, by measuring directly the areas by plaz~i::cti:;l~ and by 
-bracing the spectra and weighing the traces. The results are shown 
in TABL.S 3.9, and Finman Ross plots in FIGURE 30 17. T}.:.c reac"~~ y.l. ty 
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FIGURE 3.16 
N.M.R. spectrum of III copolymer 
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Mole fraction of ketone from 
integrals planimeter trace 
"--
0.265 0.320 0.245 
0.475 0.422 0.445 
0.690 0.649 0.638 
TABLE 10 
Mole fraction of ketone from 
integrals weight 
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Fineman Ross plot for MIK/HMA copolymers from N .M.R. data 
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Fineman Ross plot for MIK/MMA .:opolymcrs from N ,H,R. data 
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b) By using the 250Hz exp&l.1sion f:"{'O:-J 6.01'- 8.510n1y, 
the error invo1 yed in comparing mo spectra iD rer'loved. The::iltJ of 
the aroas under the peak at 6.5' and ih~ pea~s at 8.0~and G.2t;"'must re 
due to five protons - the two. metby1en~ protons and contri buticns rrc:J 
the pendant ester and ketone methy!_ groups which will r('prc:c~cnt tr..ree 
protons in the average unit. By &'ll·b'iiracv.....ng the area due to the tTIO 
methylene protons from the total area of the peaks at 8.0 'I f.nd 8. 2 'l; 
the area du.e to the ketone protons remains and thi.8 is comp,~'T0(1 \'1"1 th 
the area due to the ester metbyl protor.s at 6.5"1. The reI ~rt.i. v"o 
proportions of ketone to ester TIere found from tbe integral s as before 
and by photocopying the spectra and we:i.gbing .. tho areE-S l.U1der -the pCfLk~. 
The results at'e sho'wn in TABLE 3. 10, FIGmu:: 3. 18 nnd TAJHJE 3. 12. 
- 86-
.. ) J.1 FIGUnS 3. 19 sbO\7S the r~[1. r~ spectrtlB of the 
50/50 copolyrnerc Unf'ort~'1atel:~r, the weth:i.lle proton Hb on the ketone 
unit lies close to the protons of Ll,:.t .. (h ) and separ:1tion is noor·. a L 
The ke·Gone methyl pro torn are· again S'u.;:::er i:nposed on the me·~hylene 
protons p~'Yl·i the general quality of spectra deteriorates vii th 
increasing ketone content. The ketone content of the copol~/mcr;J i::3 
, 
found indirectly by measuring the area under the PC[J~ a.t 6.5,,' which is 
due to the estc!." m8th~11 protons a.nd comparing' this r!~.th the to·~lJ.l area 
of all the other pea.ks. If x and y are ·linc molo frnc·tions of .' .-\ 
and ,.'11')'1.;.. respectively, then the ester protons will have area 3x f)Jl(1 
the other protons will have area 5x and 6y. ,., The ru."'eas undr:,r the peaks 
were measured by trueing the average of fi V"G integral s. The rosul"f;g 
are sho\711 in 'llABI,E 3. 11 a..'Yld the }:ineman - Hoss plot in PIG·mn,; ;1. 20. 
iii) Liljlv1.:a1.A. The spectrum of the 12.5/1 copolymer J.o ,1hown 
in FIGUHE 3.21. The broad' peak at, 702 T due to the Hn'wclrido prc"Lono 
is typical of protons attached to the main polymer cni:d.n end aoourate 
i.. 
measur:cment; of the Drea under this peak is impossible. 
4. The Tactici t;y of H.Th!A 
The tlu'ce eli stinct; peaks at 8.8 1t 8.95 I' and 9.1-;- in tho n. D. r. 
&'Pcctl.'ltJ of Pi,I~A, as illustrated in ~·'IGU1l1~ 3. ~2t havD been ~l~JGd.l)cJ t.o 
the isot[1.ctic, hetcrotactic r..nd S'Jndiotactic confic,urations of Y]..l ..... 
lsotactic l~ :'.'t. arises when the neighbouring groups to o.ny 1.·~~A unit 
L" t· , ddd III I ng CI J ",",' -- ~)f'.i eiJo11t the !:,[t'.e steric corlIlt311ra lon, l.e.. or • Ie., .. .;; "'" ~ I," 
wilJ. be that configuration \;:~ore an L::A unit h::..s noi(;]!bou~:in,~ \uli.ts 
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FIGURE 3.19 
N.M.R. spectrum of 50/50 HMA/HVK copolymer 
Hd SH3a Hd Bb I I I I 
"'C ----- . C ------ C ---- c,..... 
I I \ I 
Hd C02CH3e Hd COC1I3 c 
... 80 ... 
TABLE 3.11 
Polymer Area due to Area due to Mole fraction 
ester protons other protons of HVK 
73 PMMA 78 131 0.001) 
27J1VK 6ft· 177 0,049 
7'YJ-WK 63 178 0.074 
90/10 58 175 0.150 
15ioL'WK 62 188 
• 
0,180 
70/30 53 196 0.329 
70/30 (AD) 53 203 0.365 
50/50 46 190 0.1.58 
50/50 (AD) - 23 154 0.6oS 
30/70 33 199 0.627 
10/90 16 196 0.830 
PMIK 0 1.000 
- 89 .-
2 
-I -15 ... 0 
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FIGURE 3.21 
N.M.R. spectrum of I2.5/I HHA/Hall'\ copolymer 
Hb CH H H 
I I 3? Ie Ie I 
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FIGURE 3.22 N.M.R. of PMt-iA 
9r ) .. ..:.. .. 
least strained ccnfigu.ratio~ ancl hence the most. abundant yrUl oCC'1lr 
when both neighbouring groups adopt the opposite configuration to the 
central group ie. LdL or dlcl. ItJ measuring the areas under these 
peaks by intergration in the· 250Hzcxp8'lsion, the reI an ve aI1!ounts of 
each configuration are found to be 6.3% isotactic, 34. 2;_', hetel~1;actic 
and 59.5% syncliota.ctic. This is in ag;L'eement with previous detemin~ 
tions of the tactici ty of free radically ini tiatcd ail.fA RL ~i:'Jiln.r 
108 
temperatures. These configurations are iclentifiablo in copolymr!rs 
of 1.JIs/tr.6: up to 15% 1.IVK content. 
The eqlLi. valent configurations in PI.tIK are not. observed 
presumably because the temperature of po l;ymeri. sation (60°) is hie;l1 
enough above the melting point of Illn~ (40-60°) to onable tho MIK units 
to assume their most stable configurati.on, probably syndiotnotic. 
5. Chemical llethods 
It is possible to react the a...~hydride groupn in tIl0 ],J/l\;~.ia.1A 
copolymers with p - toluidine and then determino the amount of nitrogen 
by microanalysis. 98 F...owever, even complete reaction 'with p - toluidine 
and the 12.5/1 copolymer will give elementaJ. nitrogen microD2wlysis of 
less them one per cent- and so this method mIl not be sufJ~,cicntl:: 
accurate. 
Hieh molecular weight polymer molecules tend to coil u;) tl1US 
rend.ering p(~netration of chenicaJ. reagents diff:i.cult:-, if ll~t jl'lpos~ibJ.e 
even in clilute solution. LaI'ge IDolGcul€)~ such [;s P - toluidine 
mentionea above L~ not re3.ct co:1plctcly bcc8.u~:c of the IJrot~ction of 
- 93 -
the inner reaction sites by the -trr.i.sted polYJ;!cr 0'UrrolUlcing. 
Quanti tati ve reaction of iodoform with the ketone poly:-:ers ~ay p!'Ove 
to be a b'Ood method to c.etermine tl:e ketone content: of the copol;y;~el'S 
if 10CY~ reaction ca.l1 be guaranteed. 
6. Di sc'Ussion 
r·t;, can be seen from TABLE 3. 12 that the values obtained for 
the reactivity ratios can V8.r'J substantieJ.ly. ~'he reuc-r.ivi ty ra..!(j.i.o9 
are particularly sen&'i tive to small errors in the accuracy of detennilla,-
tion of the composition of the copolymers. For example, i~be mole 
fraction of },"DC in the copolymers as dete:cmined by UV speetl'oscopy 
(TiillLE 30 8) and by n.m. r. integration (TABII}; 3. 10) varies lly 1.0~~S tha.l1 
6% yet the vaJ.ues of 1t dotennined by these method.s varies by npprox-
~e errors involved in microanalysis have alrea.:ly heen 
discussed. U. V. and infrar-red spectroscopic methods suffer in theil" 
indire~tness, standard calibration, assumptions concerninG 8:~tinotioll 
coefficients and insensi ti vi ty to craaJ.l aoounts of a constituent in r. 
copolymer. N.m. r. is one of the most direct nothods but :::'(;cluires thnt 
the l)(~a1(S are well sepa.rated, a criterion not '\1el1 satisfied in LVK 
polymers particularly a.t high I.:'nZ contente l.~easuring peak areas by 
pln.ni;-;16ter, trace or \1eiehing photocopied. spectrr- gene::.'D.ll~y ci ve 10\v 
values for I.:IK content because of the problem of ove:clappillg peaks. 
~~or this reason, areas measured by integra.tion c,i ve si:jply and 110;':.:' 
directly the pol~Y11cr composi tion and is th3refore, the nost. accttL'utc 
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TABLE 12 
Method 11MA/MalA HIK/MHA NMA/NV!{ 
Carbon analysis 
Hydrogen analysis 
Infra-red analysis 0.0 
Ultra-violet analysis _ 
N.M.R. a) integrals 
N.M.R~ planimeter 
N .M.R. trace 
N.H.R. b) integrals 
N.M.R. weight 
- 95-
r 2 r 1 r 2 r 1 r 2 
0.725 0.990 0.330 i.530 
0.620 0.075 
If.57 0.640 0 c 550 
1~44 1.17 0.677 1.37 






Because each method has a certain degree of error associated 
wi th it, ?in8illall - RODS plots eonta.il1~ !\Silll experi:r:entally detemined 
points were constructed a.l"ld are shO\;n in FIGURE 3. 23 for the i.:IE/;,:?:A 
system and PIGU~G 3.24 for the JJLA/i.:VK system. A straight. lj.ne detel'-
mined by the method of leas;;: squares was drawn th:r:oug.,.~ 011 the points 
in J?IGUP.E 3 ... 23 wi tIl the exception of those detenninou by II analYBi 6, 
the point due to the n.m. r. expansion by weigh"b of tile 1/~) oopolyrucr 
and. the U. V. dctemination of the 2/1 copolymer. The reaotivi ty ratios 
were found to be r1iMA == 0.977 and rYIK ::;: 0.-692. 
Similarly, in FIGUHE 3. 24, the microana.J.ytical. figUl'()[J of 
the U. V. determination of the ~~ and 7~:: copolymol's were ol:i1l1inutod and 
the reactivity I'9.tios cru.culated to be r1.;;,'iA :;; O. G28 and rli:VJ~ z::: O.5?6. 
On the basis of these figures, the copolYIn(~r conpon:!. tiona VTere 
recalculated. and are shown in T.U3LR 13. In subsequent di o ClUJ [;.i. onEl it 
trill be these compositions 'which will be quoted. ~:"''1e reacti v:i"by ra.tj,os 
detc:nnined by Blacl~ley and l,~el ville96 are used for the maleio [,nh,ydride 
copolymers nnd the compositions are shoi1l1 in TABI.E 14. 
In the determination of the reactivity ratio Ii, no account hEW] 
been lr;n.de for the effect of units other thM tho tOrTainal ur:i tin a. 
growing polyner rarli cal. Stati sti cal trcafuent of the DC'(~UOnce o.i stri-
bution of l.u"1.i ts in polyners has led to expa..."1sion of the copolYlIl("risc..tion 
109- ; 11 b' 112 I.' t \ J • 1 "t" equ[1.tion~ '" It has been 0 servon ·lIHa an l:Jl1r:t(~ 1'1(J~ 'tun l:tl 
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from the end. of a. growj;ng" polJl1Iler radical has an effect on the reacti vi t:r 
of the radical.; This effec·t m~ be in operation in the copolymers 
presently under study and m~ explain the unexpected result; 0-[ greater 
than 50% incorporation of maleic anhydride into LiMAftia1A copolymers by 




~ DEGRADATION OF FOIit(l1ET"".tlYL METBACRYLA"fE) iliIT> . .1..TS OJPOLYi.~I:RS 
--
.WITli LALEI C illOO DRIDE 
In this chapter, the thermal degra.dation, photo degradation 
and pbotothemal degradation of methyl methacrylate/inaleio anhydride 
copolymers are oompared with that of poly(methyl methacrylate). Thus, 
it is possible to examine tho effects of the anhydride groups and to 
propose mechanisns through which these effects operate. 
1.! ?.ressed Disc Thermal Degradatio,!! 
Pressed discs of polymer, prepared as described in Chapter 
2, were placed on weighecl silica discs of diameter 30mm and thiclmes3 
1mm. The silica alld sample di scs were weighed together and both 
placed in the degradation apparatus. The system was evacuated to 
10-6 torr and oven ·temperature settings of 2000 Ct 2200 C and 240
0 
C 
were chosen since it is over this range that r.lonooer evolution from 
PI/l.rA is most; conveniently measured. The aC'bual oven tcra.pcra;~ures as 
measured ill Chapter 2 are not significantly different from the oven 
.tu11perature settings and only the latter are therefore quoted in this 
chapter.' 
The degradations were carried out in a closed evacuated 
sys·tem with two nitrogen t.raps to collect volatile pro ducts. After 
degradations, the silica. and sample discs nere reweiehed and tho 
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polyrller residue su1Yni tted for- Illo18cular weight de-t-emination. The 
resul to. are shown in TABLE 4.1. 
The graphs of percentage weiglrir loss versus ti:!e in FIGURt~S 
4.1, 4.2 and 4.3, illustrat.J3 the blocking of the normal unzipping mode 
of degradation of PM1IA by the presence of anhydride groups. The 
grea-ter the anhydri de content: in the polymer, then the greater the 
inhibition of the depolymerisation. 
In the B.1MA plots, the rate of monomer production falls off 
quickly and tends to reach a plateau at. about, 17~~ degradation. This 
effec~ could be caused by the following factors or a combination of 
them.:-
a) The most labile' sites for initiation of depolymerisation are 
unsaturated chain ends, caused by di spropori;ionation termination in 
polymerisation. In high molecular weight.; material, there arc 
relatively few of these end groups and, as they are used up, the more 
stable saturat.ed end groups remain and so the rate of monomer evolution 
decreases. 
,b) It has been suggested that; weak links exist: in PJ.n:=A 25 and it may 
be their rupture and subsequent unzipping of monomer which leads to 
the initially high rate of Gonomer production. 
o 
c) Since the molten polymer is still highly viscous even a.bove 200 Ct 
the im tial evolution of monomer ID3\1 cone ofl..ly f!~om which it ca.n escnpo 
most freely. Once the reaction from molecules near the surfn.c~ is 
- 102-
.., 
. TABLE 4.1 
Polymer Degraciation Degradation %weight loss Molecular weight Number of scissions 
timp. (hr.) 0 temperature ( C) per monomer unit x10 5 
P11YJ.J\ 0 0 0 815,000 0 
P*~ I 200 , 2.4 617.000 3.54 
?:01A 2.5 200 4.8 550,000 5.04 
PMMA 4 200 5.6 538,000 5.26 
PM?!A 12 200 12.9 409,000 9.03 
P~1A 17 200 16.1 443,000 6.68 
SO/I 0 0 0 1,150,000 0 
50/1 I 200 0.8 973,000 I.49 
SOIl 3 200 1.1 287,000 ~ 25.8 
50/1 6 200 1.3 239,000 • 32.6 
50/1 12 200 1.7 308,000 23.2 
50/1 17 200 I.3 228,000 34.6 
20/1 0 0 0 1,150,000 0 
20/1 I 200 0.2 575,000 8.66 
20/: 2 200 0 .. 8 548,000 9.40 
20iI 6 200 0.9 429,000 14.4 
20/1 12 200 0~8 ~8Q 0(11') - .", \,., . ...., 16.8 
20/1 17 200 1.0 288,000 25.7 
TABLE 4.I(continued) 
Polymer I)egradation Degradation %T,oleight loss Molecular lv-eight Number of ~ci5=~ionR 
time (hr.) '0 temperature ( C) per monomer unit ~!O 5 
Pl1!-1A I 220 6 .. 8 562,000 4.30 
Pt1L'iA 2 220 10.5 575,000 3.21 
P~·t}'A 4 220 13.3 526,000 4.18 
PMVil". 6 220 15.6 436,000 7.09 
P}fHA 12 220 16.6 452,000 6.18 
pM}".ft. 17 220 17.0 477,000 5.15 
50/1 I 220 1.2 301,000 24.2 
50/1 2 220 1.4 169,000 ~,9 .6 
50/1 3 220 3.0 141,000 60.0 
50/1 6 220 2.9 84,000 107 
50/1 12 220 2.9 68,500 133 
0 
50/1 17 220 3.5 48,600 190 
20/T 2 220 1 .. 3 389,000 16.7 
20/1 6 220 1.5 169,000 49.5 
20/1 12 220 1.5 113,000 78.3 
20/1 17 220 1.6 70,000 13I 
') 
TABLE 4.1(continued) 
Polymer Degradation Degradation %weight 10s3 Molecular ~7eight Number of scissions 
time (hr.) 0 temperature ( C) per monomer unit xIO ,5 
PH}1A 2 240 14.2 396,000 9.42 
P}j]1A 3 240 15.7 422,000 7.70 
PNHA 6 240 I6.B 367,000 9.46 
P~~·1A 11.5 240 IB.1 272,000 IB.3 
PI·l}1A 17 240 20.2 275,000 17.5 
50/1 1.25 240 2.6 
50/1 2 240 3.1 41,000 227 
50/1 4 240 5.0 36,300 253 
50/1 6 240 6.5 24,200 378 
50/1 12 240 B.O 21,400 425 
50/1 17 240 16.4 I5,IOO 544 
20/1 2 240 1.4 98,500 91.5 
"0/"T" ..... .. 4 240 2.5 39,600 237 
20/1 5 240 2.B 
--
20iI 6 240 5.1 21,100 441 
20/1 12 240 5.9 15,100 612 
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FIGURE 4.1 
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FIGURE 4.3 
%weight loss versus time for thermal degradation at 240°C 
complete, the rate of evolution of nono~er from the saople nay be 
controlled by the ra.te of diffusion of monomer from the body of t.he 
sample. 
These possibilities "rill be clisC"llssed le..ter in more dGtc·j 1. 
The copolymers also show- an ini tiaJ.ly fas"b ra.te of ,might 
loss but tr.a.s is relatively short lj.ved and is probubly due to the 
early evolution of solvent. trapped dU:cille pl'Gcipi to.tion of the:> polymer 
after polymerisation. Chloroform, tho solvent used to redissolve the 
precipi tate in the purification of the polyrrrer, can bo detected by 
infr&-red analysis of the volatile products of degradation. It is 
present in trace amounts in the degradu.tion proauctn of Pl.J,:A lllHl 
rather greater concc~trations in the products from copolymer degrwlution, 
aJ. though in both cases, methyl methacrylate is hy far the major component .. 
A plot. of molecular ·weight· versus percentage woiglrh 100s ViaS 
discussed in Chapter 1 and should be a s-traiglr~ line in Y/hich tho 
percenta£'"e decrease in molecular weight is equal to the p~)rc('ntnee 
vola·~ilisation when a polymer llllciergoes only depolymerisat:i.C1n. In 
FIGUBE 4.4, line A represents trri.s theoretical plot and line B the 
observed plot for Pl'.J\~A. It. is apparent that. some cllm.n sci:::;sion is 
occurring at. 200 - 2400 C but. that it. is indcpenden't of ta.."lpcratul'o ill 
this ranees By cOntrast, the nolecular weiGht chtlJ1(;Cs whicJl occur in 
the copolymers and I1hich are :i..llustr2.tcd in }'IGU,;:j·: 4. 5, dcrnonst;·::~t~ 
that. considerable chmn scission is occurring. A rapid. :iGcre~se in 
molecular weight is observed with Ii ttlc volat.i.lisation. Tl18 efl'ect 
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FIGURE 4.5 
Molecular weight ver~us %weight loss for the thcrral 
degradation of the 50/1 and 20/1 copolymers at 200°C 




The ra.te of chain scission can be found by consiie::-ing t:18 
effect of 11 chain scissions on a pol;y~.er of chain lenorth P monomer 
o 
units. Since n+ 1 molecules are fonned, the resulting 8.verage ch~l1 
length Pt is given by Po 
ii+1 
Rearranging, n::: P 1 
° -Pt , 
Since each polymer IDaor have a different initial molrJcular 
weight"., the number of breaks per monomer units, is a lilOro useful and 
meaningful quantity. Thuo:-




• • S ::: 1 1 (1) 
- -Pt p 
° 
When volatilioatton occurs in addition to chr.in f.:ci;-~::non, 
P t ::: Po (1-x) LUl~f'Z. X. ':. ~'\~~ J(v...t~ llr.)~ . ..-
If" (.J 0...\ \..\1.1) Wv" 
n+1 
• 




FIGUHES 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8 show hOil" chain scission varies with 
ti:n8 !it 200°C, 220°C and 240°C. It is immediately ob\~icus that the 
copolymers ul1dergo chain ~cission at a substantirJ.ly }D.()h.~:r rate thnn 
Ii -';',A. However, ~i.:)!)roxina.te values for ini tj.a.l rates h[~vc betm 
es-ci:!latca fl'or:l th~=, initial slopes of tho curves iu PIGU~\ES ,1. G, Li.7 and 
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FIGURE 4.6 
Scissions pe~ monomer unit versus time for the theroal degradation of the polymers at 200°c 
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Polymer Tem.perature of 
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and the copolymers can be obtained frOI;l thermogravimetry 3.ild thennal 
volatilisation analysis (T11A). 
FIGURE 4.9 shows the thermogravimetric JGraces of 73 11l:A, 
100/1 and 12.5/1 polymers. Ten mgpowdered samples were heated at a 
rate of 10° /min in an atmosphere of nitrogen. The copolymers appOal.' 
more stable tha11 the homopolymer, at least; as far as weight 10s8 i~ 
concerned. In addi -non, two distinct stag~s of degradation can bo 
ident"ified. • 
TVA themograms a.re sho"m in FIGURES 4. 10, 4. 11 nnd 4. 12 p...ud 
indicate - the rate of evolution of volatiles with increasing turuporn:l;urQ 
The thermogram in FIGU~-U:; 4. 10 is typical of high moloculo.r 
\voie-At (M = 815,000) PiJZA. The oOe and -45°C line3 are coin0idont 
n 
and record the amount_ of volatiles passing through the traps which in 
this case is methyl methacrylate. ~e -75°C 'brace shows a limiting 
rate effect due to the fact that although methyl Eothacrrylate condcns~s 
in the -75°C trap, it is sufficiently vo2.atile to distil slowly into 
the main trap (-196°c). ~e LlonCIiler is virtually tot;dly conJ.:n::0d 
in both the _100°C and -196°c traps. 
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of monomer units from unsaturated chain ends. In high molecular weight 
BJ,lli this first peak is smaJ.l comparecl to the secon,i, pm-ily bcCau8(~ 
therp. are relatively fewer unsaturated chain terminal st:rru.ctures ?Jld' 
partly because the kinetic chain length of unzi,ping is con3i<lerabl~" 
less -r,llan the molecular chain length. RJIA of low 1'lo18Cular 1';e::'G}'-~ 
(eg. Hn = 20,000) has trro peaks of almost. equal uize since there aJ.. . e 
more u.l'lsaturated chain en.ds fran which unzipping may begin Dud -i:;11e 
chain length for unzippir..g is greater thWl the molcculFl.,r <'Jlain lenGth. 
~e effect of introducing one per cent. of TIlEj.leic anhy<lride 
into the H,ll,iA chain is illustrated in FIGUlfr1 4. oJ 1. Iiere, th8 peak 
due to end - initiated depolymerisation has clisappenr8d a.nd the firs"!) 
peak OJbseX"V'ed corresponds to the second peak in tho PU,:A t.hell'J1oGL'[\[,1. 
~., 
That:, is, it is due to the evolution of n;onomer aftcl' chain frO{?)ocnta.tion. 
1fT represents -Ghe temperature at which tho rato of volotili:;ation 
max 
rea.ches a maximum, then T.A13IE 4. 3 show T for the various povJc(J on 
mB..,,{ 
the recorded "Gherrnograms of several maleic anhydritlo /W.,:A COpolYl'lOrs. 
It appears that 'r
max 
for peak 2 is reduced by 30-400 C when anl\ydri 1e 
groups are built into the chain. feck 3 Wl'L-Lch is nssociated on~y wi tll 
the copolymers, appears at a temperature e.bove that of the so cond. poak 
in 11.n.:A. 
-T is influenced by several fa.ctors inclu :ir.C moloculnr 
max 
weicht. While this is sufficient to accotmi fo!' the rclnti vcly 31Ml 
variations of T yD. thin the copolymer rang(~, scp3.rute mech2J;i:::r:18 
ma.."'{ 
tlust 'be involved to cA,})lain the large drop of T in I)cn1: 2, the max 
disappcaJ'aIlce of pc::u~ 1 and the appearance of pnc.i·. 3. 
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to ll."'1zi.pping initiated at Wlsaturatc~ chain enas a!1d that peak 2 is 
due to chp.infr~entation 8-lld S"llbsequent unzipping. If i-~ is ac.::cpted. 
that the anhyili:ide glroup blo"cl~s the unzipping mechanism i~ I1.J.:A, ye-t 
acts as a Vleak link in the Fi.:}:Ji chaf..!l, tha.t is, it becomes a more 
active site for chain scission thOoL"1 a methyl methacrylate Ulll-C thnn 
the absence of peck 1 ill the thennogrcns of the copolymer is explDined.. 
'liouever, s...~ould chain scission occur between a I;;}.!A and an ol1hy(lride 
uni t, then two c.'b.ains would be formed, one m. th a t0rr.dnnl fll'ihyJride 
group B...l1d the other m th a I,lL-A group which could :i..mmediately unzip as 
:far as ths- next', alli'1ycL.""ide 1..uri. t in the chai14" J3ecause tbi f; chfd.n 
scission reaction occurs 30-40° C below the corresponding reaction in 
Pl.:llA, it would app'3ar that the anhydride tencls 1;0 oncouraeo ch::dn 
scission. The unzipping of llliA from tins chai.n break g:i.vcn riflO tt) 
peak 2. The anhydricie teminated chtin, however, carric:o on i'bs 
bloc.king function and it is not u::.til above 4000 C t;lw.t the tl,c ~)(ial 
energy is sufficient to overcome this ill th corrosl>0n-J.l1G losu of' J.!l'A 
resul ting in peak 3. 
A higher rate of chain scission and therefore a lareer 'Peak 2 
is to be expected as the anbydride content is increased on progressing 
from 100/1 to 12.5/1 copol;ymers. This is seen 'to be the o[~se. 
4. ~lut.io'1 Photodecrn-dation 
In solution at room temperuture, it is possible to :in\'\;stiC'::"-c.c 
l)urc chnin scission without the complic:.;:Lions of cro3Dlinldnc:, diffusioll 
etc, whi c~ C::U1 occur in bulk. 
1 f)" .. ,-~) .. 
Using methyl aceta.te as 00 lvent , !:i,TA and the anhydride 
copolymers l7ere degraded photolytically as described. in Chapter 2. 
The concent~cation of srunple was noro.aJ.ly about 25mg/ml. ~ncentl'?.tion 
effects have been shoml to be snall ovar a large range of' collcent.':·,~tio.ns. 
Molecular weight. data are shown in :;I[illLR 4. 4, ar.d the m.unber of sciosiollS 
per monom'3r unit caJ.culated using equation (1) are shoun in TA.BL~ /t.). 
By plo·~ting the number of chain scissions against time (~'IGUR& 11. 13), 
the ini tieJ. rate of chain scission can be obtained. Thefm rates nr t,; 
shown. in TABLE 4. 6. The Jinear relationship between the rates (l.nu tho 
mole fraction of anhydride in each polymer is illustra'bod in PIGUT~;:: 4. 14. 
IiI, can be seen that the effect of the anhydride group in enha.noing 
chai.n scission in photodegradation is les3 than its effect on chnin 
scission at elevated ·~e.mperatures in the absence of nl tra-vi.olo·t light, 
Infra,..red a.'Y}al.ysis of tho polymer after dcgrn.d:::.t.i.on CJUC'g'Ctrha 
'~hat c".'1ain scission occurs at the bond lirJcing all anhic1rido Group vrlth 
an IIJ.:A group, the essential anhydride structure being proGorv()d, nj.Jlce 
. 
the intensity of the anhydride absorption band in the carbonyl l'r·,cj on 
i s unaltered. 
5. Thin FiJl'1 Photodegradation 
It is not appropriate to dograJe photolyticnlly p1'0c~e:l (tiflC 
samples. of l~~~A becau.se of the high degree of r~;floct:i.on of tho liOll 
by the opaque Jisc. For this reason, the polyoer ~Dnrles '\,(,:1'0 Pl'z"IH\reci 
in the fom of thin films, generally cast frn."l chlorofol1:l ~;cltttj 01i3 
and degraded as doscri bed in Cha.pter 2. 
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TABLE 4 .l~ 
Molecular weights after ultra-violet irradiation in solution 
Polymer Degradation time (hrs.) 
o 0.5 1.0 1.5 
Aug PMMA 1,100,000 72,000 25, eoo 
new PMl1A 649 lo °00 32,500 .23,900 
100/1 1,690,000 65, 700 49:500 22,300 
SOIl 1,150,000 60,500 28,200 21,800 
20/1 1,150,000 45,L.OO 26,100 19,300 
~ 
TABLE 4.5 
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Rate of chain scission versus mole fraction of mnlc·ic onhydridc 
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As in solution degradation, beoause volatile products are not; 
fomed, molecular weight changes should be described by equ2.tion (1). 
-TABLE 4. 7 detail s the results of photod.egre.daiiion on three pc~'lDer3 
a.nd FIGURE 4. 15 shows the rate at; which each polymer degradeae Again, 
the relationship between the rate of chain scission and anhydride 
content- is shown in FIGURE 4. 16 from the rate3 calculated from FIGtJRR 
4.15 and shown in TABLE 4.8. 
The data appear to indicate that the pol;ymer-s degrade less 
readily in the solid state than in solutiol"l.. However, this may bo 
partly due to the fao~ that a less powerful"U. V. Imp was employed 
which was placed further from the sample than in the solution pho'bo-
degradations al:lihough radicals fonned in the thin films aloo tend to 
recombine more readily than in solution. T'1l8 effeot of sol vont on the 
reaction will be discussed in the following Chapter. 
AI though weight lossea were negligi blo, traoes of J.;],lA l7Oro 
obserVed amoung the volatile products together with the solvent chloro-
form. As j.n the case with photodegradation in solution the Mhydride 
function appears una! tered in infr~red after degradation. 
These results 011 thin film photodegradation do not ahow 
particularly clearly the effect of the a.11hydridc grou.ps on tlla photo.-
stabili ty of H.2.iA. The photodegra:iation in solution acldcvca this 
rather more accurately although the trend of increa.sing inrrtnbili ty to 
ul tra,...violet light with increasing anhydride content is evid.ent in the 
thin film ciegradations. Ho\Vcycr, they are useful for cOI:lpmoon lTi th 
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FIGt~ 1~.I6 
Rate of chain scission versus ~le fraction cf anhydride 
which is described in the following secti.o!4 
6. Pbotothemal Degradation 
Experiments described abo-ve ha.ve shovm that the mec[w.ni31l of 
thermeJ. and photodegradation of PlJ':'A CI~'I1.d copolymers of E.~A with wcJ.eic 
anhydride are markedly Qifferent. It is, therefore, of int~rest to 
exaruine the photothennaJ. degradation in which the cfieots of hCll:t: anel 
light are combined. 
Two temperatures were chosen: Ini·tially, 1500 C was used 
since 'chermal degradation is negligL ble at this temperature nl tl'OlJ.Dl 
the polymer is near i is melting point and the molecules should tlnw 
be relati vcdy mobile. Resul t;s are shovm in TA13L1'~ 4 .. 9. ~1}}o LTnph of 
% weight loss Ver5'US time (FIGtJllE 4. 17) confinlls wh~\-t might he (;.:,.pcetcd, 
namely that the rate of weight loss of ;.:1:A from J1'I. I\ is ccnn:tC'l' thnn 
from the copolymers. The rate of degradation of Pr,J.:A is ~Iluo much 
faster under ul tra,...violet light. at 1500 C thD.ll it is oven fit 21100 C 
1)3 
wi thoui light as has previously been sho-ml by other Tlorkor~' 
However, the weight loss shown by the copolymers is now D.!.i}1r r}cinblc. 
What is even more significant. is tha.t tho rate of chai.ll SCiDSi,)n 
(FIGUHE 4. 18) of I1J.:A is even greater thz'n that of tho OOI)olyr!'~rn. In 
considering the posm. ble reasons why -the rate of c1Wj.ll [lcin:rioll unnl'r 
photothcmal conditions is creater in I'lJ.:A than in the CCF!)l:.': 1<'1':1 
17hi.le under pure thermnJ. and pure photo conti tions the l'(;vcrno in 
true, the fo11o'TlrlC' f2-c-tcrs Pl&.y pJ ay a :pn.r-b : •• 




Polymer Degradation Degradetion %",eight Molec::ulur Scissions/ 
time (hrs.) 'temperatut e (oe) loss weight mon°r:t:1 u:-:it 
. xIO 
Aug PM11A 0 0 0 1,100,000 0 
Aug Pl1MA I 150 6. (j 42,200 212 
Aug Pill·fA 2.5 150 1/,..0 20,900 M)2 
Aug PHMA 5 150 30.6 10,500 651 
100/1 0 0 0 1,690.000 0 
100/1 I ISO 5.9 60,800 149 
100/1 2 150 11.5 3/~, 400 252 
100/1 4 150 • 17.5 20,600 395 
100/1 6 ISO 23 .. 2 19,300 391 
19/1 0 0 0 685,000 0 
19/1 0.5 ISO 1.6 252 • .000 24 .t~ 
19/1 I ISO 4.3 99,100 82.0 
19/1 2 ISO 7.9 53,300 J.56 
19/1 4 ISO 13.7 31 •• 200 1.38 
(Hinutes) 
73 PM11A 0 0 0 2,810,000 0 
73 PMMA 15 170 8.3 316,000 1.5.5 
73 PMMA 30 170 15.4 160,000 49. Lt 
73 PMMA 35 170 16.1 110,000 72.8 
73 PMMA 60 170 27.2 72,900 96.5 
73 PMHA 60 170 32.7 50,000 131 .0 
73 PMMA 65 170 26.9 62,000 Ill •. 0 
73 Pl-ft-1A 90 170 26.2 49,000 146.0 
73 PM11A 120 170 54.1 
• 
TABJ~E l~. 9 (continued) 
Polymer Degradation Degradation %weight Molecular Sci5sions/ 
time (mins.)temperature (oC) loss weight monomer 5 \.tni t 
xIO 
--- ... 
100/1 0 0 0 1,690,000 0 
100/1 IS 170 5.8 436,000 15.7 
100/1 30 170 7.9 209,000 38.2 
100/1 60 170 • 17.4 110,000 69.4 
100/1 90 170 2i .0 79!1 000 86,5 
100/1 127 170 30.2 31,000 80.3 
50/1 0 
° 
0 1,150,000 0 
50/1 15 170 3.3 I .. OB, 000 l~.O 
50/1 30 170 7.0 226,000 32.4 
50/1 60 170 11'.1 J21 000 , 64.6 
50/1 90 170 17.5 90,000 8J.O 
50/1 120 170 18.8 95.100 76.7 
. 18/1 0 0 0 2,530,000 0 
18/1 IS 170 2.7 347,000 21~ ,0 
18/1 35 170 5.3 198,000 1.3.9 
18/1 60 170 8.7 131,000 65.6 
18/1 90 170 11.2 101,000 84.0 
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Photothermal degradation at ISOoC 
b) 
) The It . . .;... ~ rn ~ • . . t 1 1" 0 a me J.ng :POll1 ~ vI L",:L,i-~ J.3 apl?r:.;c::..~!a; c Y b5 C. 
of anhydride units IDf.l\y lower thin mel-bing po:~:n1l lln:iiil it is bl)!.O\7 the 
temperature of degrp.,dation and so may a.ffect. "the mode a.."1d rate of 
degra.dation. Accordingly t the cxperimen-bs were ::'cI>ea-!ie:: at 1700 ~ 
The results are shown L'l1 ~AJ3LB 4 .. 9 a<'ld. joll PIGUlL: 4(. 19. Tho effect; 
appears to be one of gren:her degradation al1c1. rate of YTE:ieht 10;-;8. 
However, PIGUIlb 409 20 c.t)l1fU5eS the pictu.!--e by indj.cating t:l~'/C tIl') t-,'..i;o 
of chain scission ic less at 1700 C than at 150°C fo:r all polymcr~{~ 
This is contra.ry to mos-lt theories of th0 kinetics of dOg!'adc.tiol1.. 
The answer is obviously l1o-b cimply one of degre..cl::diion tcm:!:crnturd. 
b} Resio.uaJ. solvenil: in the polymer filIls may affect the dr>2":r'3Jln:i;ion. 
The Solvent., an i'JlpUrlt:y, may lovrer -~he nelting point of the S:'dl,le 
and, at the temperatures used in thi S 8na1ysi s, rate of 
degradation. It, is Imoun that chlorofOI"!a !jay e:'1ha.nce the !'2·t,t~ of 
photodegradatiol1 since it can fOTIl1 ::oalicJ.ls fclll'ly casj_ly. Slould 
then this mao' e:qJlain why B.~IA u,'1derGOes chaiYl sciss1_on fastc!:' th~~ 
the film a:t 170°C ,nich is above tll!? 
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FIGURE 4.20 Phototherma 1 d ef,r.1'-] at ion at 170°c 
.- 1 ~;() .. 
'" '" 
are discLtssed more fully in the following chapte=. 
c) Each anhydride uni ~ in the po1:,rmer chain contained me t.ertiary 
hydrogen a:fioms; These are susceptible to r€t1oval .by l.U. tra-viole-ft 
radiation wi"lih radical fo:mation. A~ roon tanperat~el sinC'.o cll ~~ 
mole~iles are immobile, recombination or doublo bond for.mation C~~ 
take place.' However, above the melting, the molecules D8¥ possess 
sufficient:. mobili ~J to oombine with other polymer radicals and 00 grow 
in si ze. Should the mel ting poin~ for the copolytlers be depressed by 
the ex.i.s·t.ence of' the anhydride groups such -that, at~ 150°C the polymer 
chains are su.:ffi ciently mobile, ero ss linking oould explain wi\Y the 
copolymers 81?pear to undergo chain scission slower than FlAil!. This 
will t:..lso apply e:1t 1100 C bu~ this theory emmot. e;""Plain why PMMA lmder-
goes ehain scission to a lesser degree ait 1700 C than a'h 150°Ct 
d) The major con.tributing reason for t~J.s anomoJ.olls 1ehavicur forms 
, . 
tbe discussion section of this chapter which follows. 
Disc'Ussion 
- I -= 
The introduction of mn~leic anhydride as a ccmonomer into 
H.lI.JA a.ppears to have two effeots on the themal degraJation:-
a) Tho mechenim by which HIlMA degraJes by wlsatura-ted 
Ohaill end initiation followed by unz-liPl?ing, is inhibited by anhydri1c 
groups. This is seen in the reduction of mOllOtler pl'oduce:d from 
a.nhydride containing polymers at 200 - 2400 C, the increased we:ieht 
stn.bili ty in thermoGra.vimetry and the losn of thE. ii!'st pe,3.k in lVA 
thennograro.s. 
b) The pres:nce of anhydride g.t'Oul)S elilianc(';J the .r:·,tc of. 
chain sc:.ssion follow·ed 1)y vnzir)ping, is 1"8o;;ced by 3~400 C :iJ! ·r.hc 
copolymer thennogram s. 
The IDecha..~sm of degradation will now be discus,sed.. 
e,) Pf,mi\. It is ge.l1ercJ.J.y agreed tha;'~, I'1.J~A u.ndergoes reyerse 
polymerisation ini tia:tcd at 1.J11Gat1.ll'ated ohain ends at ta-nperatuI'CS 
o below 270 C. Two type3 of unsaturated torminal structures r~8lf e:;:i~rt~-
CH.,. ~ CH3 CR~ ) t:. 
1 J II 
-c- eH == C and 
'" C - CH2 - C 
J J I I 
002 OiL 002 CH7. C02C~L 
00 ('";7 2 c,_~~ 
~ . J - ) . ) 
I II 
If the polymeri sing radical has the same struc·~u.rE' [1-:3 tho 
polJ~crising radical, ?r., 
R "., cn 2 c· &J2CH3 
then, to obtain this radical by ~;cim::i'Y"'" of c. b011l: p to 
a c == c gronp, the structure of tho polymer molecule enu m.nst be Ij ~ 
Rorrever, according to !~cCallUill, some 
The 
f 2CH3 
R- C- CH2 I . 
ClL. 
depror~{:-;-a.Jon m[~y be ternin::.t8c.1. c:-r !:ut.1:-1 Je,3truc'l,ic~1 o-=:· n:\.ir:: of 
mdght, of the pol~rm€r.' 
terminc.ting -t;he groYling chains in the polyrileris2.;tioll of R.}~ .. '4 In '~hie 
\Yay one 'Q:lsaturated chaill end a..YJ.d one saturated clJ.cin. erla ere fomed. 
UnsatuI-atec tBrminaJ. structures are not lonned if t.el~in.9,ti(.n occur[; 
by combination of re..o.icals during polymer"isation. Thcrefor8 it is 
impossi ble to achieve more than 50% conversion to monOill2!' _'lith a 
mechcmi51l involving l1..L'lsaturated chain end ini tiat:i.oIl in the absonce 
of chain scission, and for hign molecular we±ght polymer thir: fiGuz'e 
should bo even less. In "the polymers lL."'1der discussio!1, it has bC011 
noted that, '~he rate of monomcr evolution falls away sha.rply at, L'.1:0~,lJ~ 
17~'~ conver::r.i.ono 
JIow8ver t FIGUP~ 4 0 6 had demonstrated that some elwin ~Ci&8ion 
is occurri.ng evon at. 200°C. If the number of chain scisoionz i0 
calculated from equD:Gion (2) and plotted against ti!:M~ (~IGt.rp.E Ii. 6), it 
~<!Jl be seen that there apl'ears to be ini tiaJ. chain scission rrh.i.ch if) 
quickly stabilised \T1 th very lit'\ile subsequent scission par·~icul[.,!'ly 
-
at 200°C e..nd 220°C (}:'IGUrtES 4.6 and 4" 7). These "uealc links" have been 
° bs€:::,'Vea previously. 37 
I S'Ol.' tc or th.is r8.ndom cleayaGe of th8 Ljain c":l::in, n l.' 
the roC::~.:1 kincti c c.;'1~i..n l(;ngth. 
If it 
by its diffusion through the sample disc, &"11 t!ri.s "QuId appear to be 
the case since the evolution of lJ.·iA fron:. £-,1..iLl at 2000 G is ~:~ a linear' 
rate (FIGURP. 4.1) .. ·t.hen the Viei')'\"t lo~s of the s~!L:p,le -is "~Ue "'0 los'" • t:r'-'- _ "'" l, , ., 
of monomer from l.U1sa-burated chain o:ni::~ and froLl unzipping e.fter l'H~j!1 
ch8in sci ssion. 
If Y reprBsents the number of' monomer units los"!; and z 
t t 1 . "l ,., .. p f' IT. -;-. 1 " th ~ x . repreHen s "le ZJ.p . encs vi! 0_ r.l.:L.h" . en y Iff :i where 5O;~ of the chain 
ends a!:'e unsaturated.. In cases ',YI'lere t!J.c mean L'lolucular. chn..i.n leng~1. 
is less tha.'rJ. the meEk"'l y..inetio chain length, y will €:qual 50~~ of the 
available mti:Gs and thercfol"e x will equal thE: chain length of tho 
polymer. 
In cases where the kinetic chain length is lC~3 tha..l1 the 
nolecular chain length, a frac·ii:i.on less tha.'1 50% of the D.v(ulablo ltrLi. ts 
will be evolved. Tcnnination of unzipping is a.ssume:l to b~ ~ ('ispro-
.portionf:dicn reaction leavil"..g a saturated end group Oil the polymer u:';ich 
YJiII not, unrip. 
If chain scission occurs and both the rr..d.ica13 1.:mzip to the 
mean zip length, then this will i:!1crease the numbGr of !.:LfA LU1.i ts 
eyolved. This will be equal Jli0 1Y.:z wne!'e.z is the num'bcl' of 
. . 
:J C:J.. ~-~ ~l. onr'>e 
llierefore tho tot3.1 nrlJnber of units evolved will bc:·-
rC<i.C-ro..:1s-j.nc x =: Y_ 
~Z ... 0.5 
- 1~3-
FIGI1P3 4.21 f in t:hich zip ls;:~S ~11:, x, is plot-:<.;d :>gciIj 3t ;. 
weight lo~s~ shows ho'\'! after reach-j jlg 14-°15)~ wight 10,<)3, the zil) 
length reme.ins constant at abou.t 700 un.i. 1;S. :t.tis fieurE: is a miJ'i..:illU!!l 
aJ. d · 11 . th f .J. • f t. t V" ue all "ill.. J.!lcrease as 'e rac I.;l.on 0 unsa ~ura; ed end. groups -tu:-: s 
eF 
to 7.er-O and when the ra-'3ico.l. CIL- b 2. fon:ed 
----z 00 r CI { 
d063 not lUlzi.p fully, which r:\t::y Occtu~~siace :Lt is reI ati vely un stuble. 
I ·ir. lr 'CO .... J... •• l in P. :o:A X'0Gu.l t 
in about 5 x 10-5 "scissions per monomer unit occurring at 200 ... 2200 C. 
If ths radicals fOrJllCd from each chain scission unzip to the tlCCln zip 
le..'1.gths of 700 uni is, 1400 uni·~~ 'rill be evolved which repre3eni;s only 
about a.% of the obse~led losses i~ FIG1~S 401 and 4.2. Therefore it 
would e.ppectX that the reason for th~ leyellj_ni~ out of thGRC lJlot~j in 
~o 
because the UlIDlOber of unsaturated chain enda availahle fo!: tUlzipping 
have been used np. l!uthel' incre[:oses in ~7eieht loss are due to rwr,omer 
evolved from cha.in scission which stax-ts to 'bePQmEi :i.Dport~lt nt 2L\{l C 
(FIGURI:~ 4.8). 
b) Anh;z~ride con-tai.nine:...r..21jT.\er~. Several differ.ences m'e npporcnt ill 
the mode of degradation of these polymers COJ:1:pc.red to El.oA. 
i) In theruaJ. degra.cVd;ion unzippine i3 blocked. 'D;.Gl·ef~rc 
ei ther or beth of the follovr.i.ng rnechan:lo rn! Gis assu,:!od to opere..te. 
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-q :; 9ll + 
,.C... C.:-O 0" 0 " 
H H , , 
-c - G-. , 
,.,G, "q, 
COO 
Support. for this mechDnism com€~; frO~11 the 0-0Ge!:v£.tioll tho:t 
b d 'd f .. tl-, 'nf ,. ~ 0' .. , d . an y r:l. e requencJ.es l.ll ~e D :rEll-r8C~ rCgJ_on are no v .JJI1J.IU sne J n 
<l' 
intensi ty. However, because of '~he relati.vely fei\, ter'min8J. Dll(\:rltride 
groups formed by chain scission emil ;)OCDUiie of the GeneralJ.:; b:"onu 
peaks associated wi tl}. anhydride absorbanccc it ,i<lS not l)Oo.:,i l)le {;o 
identify ony infra-red absorbances associated ITi Lh t.l)1;;n:l;urr~tn{l cyclic 
MrJYdrides which would appear at slightly long'8r YlcJ.v(;lenL:th3 in ttl'! 
infrar-red. 
In photo degradation D. EiJ igl1"~ ir. el'c[t .x, in (hah! . . ~~C:'.3~JJ.(.n 
. b d' th . . 11 0. ." + t This 5.s more r "t l.S 0 serve m ~ncreaSl ng an:y ..!'l.u8 con vGl'l • an-rJ(t 0.1 
in thermal degL'ad~tion where the increase in chain ~cis8i0n is E;0vc~:.t'a.l 
t:i1nes goree.ter than tha.t in PJ,J.IA at 200- 2400 C. 
rrn....~ ttld suggest tl1at chain scj.ss:ton i::; occllrrlnt~ ~i.Il -Ll!G 
.l.ul S \10 . -
neieIlbo-..:rhood of t:K' anhydride unit. 
The [lost pl:'}.ls:i.ble r:lc~hcniGl1 v~ulri be: 
.~ 1/;.6-
H H C'"rl3 R H H H CH3 \ \ \ I \ I , 
.... c- c- c- t"' v or ,.,.c- c- c- CAoo 
t , I '1 , I I , 11 
rr 
" ro2CH~-y ,.., " H OJ -~T \., .... O~"O' ~b L.a-' q"o/~ - , 2 "3 o 0 y 
\I 
H fli3 II H H R CH , , \ I I 3 
,....,()== C + -c - C"" or ""c- c· + • C - Cf'-I I , I f I • I C C O~\O''''o 002 CH3H /"o,q,o E 0)2 CH3 
'10 
:lhl.s mecha.rl_iGm Vlould apply -both to thermal m1d photodeGI'2.d[j.tim~ 
in general terms aJ. though the initial bond cleavage IDR\Y be different 
eg. j.n photod.egradation, abstract:Lon of one of the ~llbydritje In'otons, 
but in therrnBldegradation, Scis3ion of the bond between Dnlwdride and 
In the' degradation of the anllydride copol;Y1i1ers, unzip}?inG 
does no·t cont"inue through the anbydride groups. Therefore equation 
(3) now reads 
X ::: Y..._ 
z+ 0.5 
FIGTmv 4 22 he h tOr . l,..~,....Lh v" vi -. S v lu.!l. S ws. ow _1e ZJo p I,...'"-'"t;.. ,,_ d - t: 
10 "" f r the co ol,·rmer'" ~11e ~ ""1.' lenf..:i.ll, in fpc"!;, i.3 ~}'o-:·.'!' to bt. u::; 0 0 P ,I.w .. ~ .I. "'-"- '"' 





\ length 80 \ 
a 
I 
(!) 50/1 200°c 
~ 50/1 220°C .. 
II 50/1 240°C 
§ 20/1 200°C 
+ 20/r 220°C 
A 20/1 240°C 
~ oJ 
ea Ii A 
3 5 A 7 A 2~/I II 13 IS 
.,l. • L..-..... • 
-
'3 __ ~, __ 
-'-
~/~,,]e i gh t los s 









I ) II H , \ 
:] - C 
\ I 
C ( 
1', "0" " o 0 
B 
fH3 ~ 
C - c-I , 
002CI) E 
Scission at B cnn re3Ult in:-
H fH3 
" ,..,c - c + H- e , 
• I C c 002 CR3 0" \ 0' <'0 











H + CH2 = C C"'- II \ I f • C, C~ 002C1-13 
H 
01; 0' 0 
It it· is assumed that structure I cannot unzip becauso 
i-h is' an.~d:ride terminated, it is only structure II, the w:sat-urat0c 
chain end, which is capable of 1L~zipping. 
Scission at A can result in:-
GIL, H 
, :> c 
"",C .. Cil-r -I- C .- C"'-, :> • , 00
2
(11





or ~C :: (!{2 + 11 C c~ .... 
I , I 
002 CI-r, ,C \" -, ~ Ct-C" ( 0 
III IV 
- 149·, 
2he first aJ. tSl'native seems po ssi ble but Ul~zi?T'inb i7:)v.lcl uot 
occur, but tbe fonnaticn of structures III 8.:.ld IV 'ITould involve a 
C!l13 shift or, a:!i llest, loss of CR4• It would o.pPc2r, therefo~e, 
that several possibilities exist in which scission next to an m"L1;.-;dJ.~.!.cl~ 
group may occur involving no 10s3 of 11:.A. 'TI1cse rea.ctions would 
reduce the average zip length and illrJ¥ e;::plain t.he rather low vulu€:! 
for zi:t> length found in the an..~dride cc?oJ.~nners. Only an ext!:'cruely 
a.ccurate an~ysis of tho products of chnin scission ViQuld help cl)nfinn 
the above tentative Dcch~nisn.. 
o bta1~ned b.S folIous: 
"-"-... 
Taking e model of IW':A ten units in leng'lih and assuming [.hat 
one chtd.n scission occurs Vii th no unzip.ldng, a polyr;I8r of aVf"?rCl{;e 




but x :; 0, P.l. = 3 UlG. P = 10 








.v O. 1 
So there are 0.1 scissions per llionomer u:it~ 
, h . .. ,. l' ,'.! ..... : •. ro,l j L""o"i blc :.::1 'Ill.-.j ~p:~nb }lor the ca3e Wi!Cl'C ':: aJ.n sm. ~.::J..O~J J .... l., .. -
from chain ends is the predorninant node of rlcGr~.l;;.;.t:i.on, rT( C:lIl 
- 150 ... 
descr~.bes this on the model wl:ere 2,. ;::,c'l::rl('~" of .J. • , usn UillIj·S ti.nzips c'ns 
by one ur.diil fi 7e, say, are left. 
s 
-
1-x 1 x = o ~ P.L, ::: 5 @lo. P = 10 
-- -
.;' t 
Pt p " 
0 
0 
41 s ~5 1 0 = .-
• • 5 10 
ObvIously since no chain sci ssion is involved., S = o. 
The analogy for the therflel degradation of anhydride polymer 
a...~d Pl.IL~A would. be Whf]n af'ter, say, one cha{n scission, one of the 
.. 
fra;,nents v..l"lzips pa.rtially, ego P 10 --) p 5 + P5 
-} P 3 + 2 unzippe c1 units 
1 .. ~ 1 S -JI. Ylh<::re 0.2, Pt = 4 P 10 :.-: )~ - = Pt 
p 0 
0 





There is aeain 0. 1 SciC3icnn per mono:ner tL1i t. 
However in the insta.."1ccS uhere complete u..l1zippine of !1 
f:c2{!)1lcnt 0 ccurs ego 
}J10 -) Ph ... P5 :J 
-~ 5 unzipped u.ni ts 
'1-x 1 S -- -.- l' Po t 
1-0. ~, _. 
---~~- 1 
-- r' 10 J 
o 
rl1') 'u.~ 
..... . -, 
- 1:-:1 ... 
.. 
is f1bout, 700, mclccular :fr~E:nts of nolecule..r FGlchi 70,000 or les3 
are in danger of conplete1y unzipping and being lost as Il10nOCler. In 
purely thcnll?~ degradation, tJhere molecu.lar weights are all above 
250,000 this effect is not likely to 't~ serious. Put in phototheme.J. 
degra:la-!iiol1s of PiJ~h, mol'0ci.uar 'H'eigiits below 70,000 oeetl!' wi thin one 
hour of st-artinG dagrwiD:liio:o.. This, ·then, explains why 1'2'.:,:1.. appm"cntly 
lL"1dergoes chain scission fast-or at 1500 C tha..~ at 1700 C, because at 
170°C, although it is probable that many illore chnin scissionn D.!'e 
taking place, these scissio~3 are not being recorded becXl3e of the 
comple-~e unzipping of the crnaller fragnented I!lolecules~ 
.. 
This d.oes not explain, however, why in FIGl[L~ 4. 19 the 100/1 
copol:ymer ttpP6rently degrc..des faster tha...'1 -'ehe 18/1 copolymer. nt 1500 C 
nor again uhy both n:ppear to degrade faster a.t 1500 C than at 1700 c .. 
The reason for this is probably becaus3 of the size of the molecule 
nhiu!1 Cat! diffuse a.cross the membrane of t.he oS1lometOl'. Al though tnc 
molecular weight able to diffuse across the manbrane depends on the 
polymer,. "the tenperature, the membrane etc., moleculc3 of I:~.:i\. (If 
Ir!olecul~~ "weight 10,000 a.re able to pass through. Presumably, 
of malei c anhydrid.e will also be able to do so. This means that 
rulliller molccuJ.(;s ma.y not be measured as fraanen-Gs, w:i th th~ sCl ... ~C 
result as in the ca.s€ of unzipping fraements ie. an ap?<lro:ltly lowo~' 
rate of cl":ai!l scission than is actually occarrine. 
If a IJolYTJer of length L mu ts und.ergocs m~e choin sc:; aSi,'!:, 
o 
tyro chains of average le.nglih l~ 1 units will :'Cl~cin. 
molccl.tles of lencthiCO uni is 0:: 1es3 2: .. n lost to inn s:'{stcrfJ by 
• 
diffu3io~ th~ough the menbrane ~~i thsrcfore not ~earruredt then 
we must ·(jake account of scissions one hUllrired units or less fron 
ei t'.aer end of the originaJ. po lyrn e2.· chai!4 '£110 chancc2 of scission 
occurring in this regLon is 200 in 1.~ c 
o 
a) Where ch~n scission occurs near the ani of the molecule 
and a snaIl fragment is lost. The molecv~ar weight of the gnallm:" 
fr~ent 1".1.11 be, on a:verage J 50 uni is. The cor1"i;l'i bution will bo 
200 
--Ai (; 
- 50 ) 
'" b) Wr.lere chain scission occurs such that both f:ragments 
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Similarly for the next chain scission 112 will be r'E-lated to 
e' 1. _ "00 _ jO,OOO 
.1.11 where 11 is 
JUn ·- · l.I - 1 
11 
. n - 1 
. • • 
2 
the number of times each lTIolecule zuffers one chain scissiono 
If tt.is tre~;tzJent. is applied to the 20/1 copol:/T1 2r (!.fo .-
) d · t' ." t' n +'ha.J. ('">:'1"' •• .11 • . '()ll~culc ~]_l l.1Jlrh~2't'·.O 11i 500 units a.n ~~pose ·ne COD":"). ~O v ,\I ~- - - - •• ~ . 
chain sci ;.-;SiOll ~~~ul tarlE:ousl~' t t7C \Jill have the follorr.i.ng i(;C-'~ ~~tion 
sc~uence:-
- 1~3'" 
UJ1:L"~ length chain scissions 
11,500 o 
5,750 .. 1 
2,875 3 
1,437 7 
e"bc. assuming no dif'fuzion takes :place.: 
E07rover, if diffusion occurss then the abovG eClU,?,tJ.Ol'~ vrill 
applyo TABI!~ 4. 10 compares the rate of scission calculated by each 
methode' FIGUBE 4.23 shows hOv-7 the rate of chain scission as ce~cula"bed 
'" from equation (3) qu.ickly d.iverges from the. ideal stat.e when 3.l1o\78..l1cC 
alloW&."'1ce has been made for diffusion.' 
I-Ii; has been shown that the measured molecular u(dghcs of 
polymers less thrul 100, 000 m~ be inaccurate because of "bhe tcndl nl~J 
of sli18.l1 molecules to unzip conplctely and because of tho error in 
calculaiiol1 of molecular ueights due to diffusion of ~naJ.l fro.el1en-bs 
through the O~"lOL1etcr L1embra.'I1e. Although the mode of cleg-!'aQ[l..tion 
is apparen"t and mechanis:1s consis"cent wIth the degradation have been 
proposed, it is diffic1.u t to be precise about rates even in tbo ca:..~ly 
s"bElges of reaction. Eoleculr..r \leiGht anaJ.Jrsis "by oS:~01::ctry is not 




N~oe'I' of Molecular Y1€igi1t Molecular weight l~I·Ir:lbc:r of 











































~ Without diffusion 
~ With diffussion 
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Number of scissio~s 
FIGURE 1~.23 Scissions per monom~r unIt 




The presence of S"llall amounts of sna11 molpcuJ.es in polJ':!crs 
is almost unavoidable particularly in -thoBe I)repared lJy bulk 
~ polymerisation in w:xLch monomer If18\V get traJ?J?~.ld in a I>0l:r-;w::.' L1D.triy~ 
Purification by reprecipi tation seldom achiq,v-93 a 100$,~ pu!'e pol;;t1:ler 
since most solvents axe difficult -Go remove quantitatively. Tho 
presence of solvent, may be partioll1arly trou.blesome VTil(~n .?l.JTnplos fP:'e 
being prepared in the foro. of -t.ransparent film3 for the study of 
photo degr ad ati ve prOCGSf£Z. In ma.ny oases, :=>'11ch ?...3 the presGnt, E?'Gudy, 
f:tL'";1S cannot be prepared simply ~i:r I!lel tine the flrunple and ollovrJ!JG j t 
·~o cool in such a manner as to form a trmlapr:.l'cnt film. Tho D[llnp 18 
must-· be cast from a solu-I:;ion an,l the l'f£lO-v'n.l of the solvent rrlCl3 be 
clifficul t, because of the nature 0:f the 801ve.nt - pol;ymm: int8ra~i:i.on 
and even the fra.u~le p'b.ysical nature of th9 s':;lple.' 
Several \7Orke~s have taker! the vi0'IT that si~nI'lc evcpo=a.tion 
I ." "\' . .l.1:4, 19 ,. ] ., '\,..' l-of acetone, H.1;A ~01ution8 lS ::,'U!IlClanlo VU1.e 1.',i dG.S ()oel1 S-!lO~Tn 
that 24 hour evapo:cr,.t5.on, vacuum pucpine a-I; 70°C for 16 hour.-=; folJo-,-;·~~~ 
by 2 hCl':.rs 2.t room. tc,'tlpcrature prior to 'ttl b:o,-violet dncra.ct8;~:i on ()i' 
Pl.].:A fi 1-:-, S (~a,s t frol1 t~eC~ S-Gill sl:O~"8 u sJ a21 l'L'sicturu. f',: ... l '1.~cn tl'. :>9 
.. 
raise the sample abo"ve the sof·teIling poin"t of the poljTller to rmove 
most of the solvent. Other techniques, such as freeze drying,40 have 
also been employed. 
T'ne purpose. of this chapt€ir' io t.~ examine briefly the renoval 
fr\)m and the effects of sol vents on the photodegJ."'adation of t.he PItP..!A/ 




ResiduaJ. solvent can effect the analysi s of d.egradation 
reactions in t"WO W83S. One is to upset mass calculations, for example, 
the apparent vveight loss in thermal degradation mo\y be due -to re3idual 
solvent being lost and not ~VD loss of volatiles due to chemical reaction 
'Wi"thin the sample. The other is the chemical interaction of '~he 
solvent directly or ind..i.rec-tly wi til the degrading sample. 
The effect on the \veight of the sample can be seen in TAB1'S 
5c1 in which samples cast from the solution on to disc3 as deSCI~bed 
in previous chapters at'€) eV'aporated 3nd then allovred to undere;o 
various trea:bnents. 
T'nese results show how difficul"1i it is to remove chlorofoIm 
vI thaut simultaneously degrading the polymer film. In general, it CC.l'l 
be said that prolonged beating ald high t3mperatures ~.re nc::;ossnr!. 
To examine these conditions sep&'a.tcly, ~1O expcrit1ents '\'lore pcrfor:-.ed. 
In the first, the s~-llllple was treated for a. long p'3riod at a t~r'lper2..tur(: 
below the dce;rada.tio!! tanper~tura but above Te; while in t.he seeonJ t 
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Xass of film 
~.tB.s s of film after 
M~ss of film after 
Hass of film 
Hass of film afte!" 
Mas s of film aft'er 
, 
+ additional 4hrs. 
TABLE 5.1 
4 hrs. in vacuum oven at 
Ii hrs .. in vacuum oven at 
4hrs. in V2.cuum oven at 
17hrs. :i.n vacuum oven at 














Hass of film 
Mass of film after ShY's. in vacuum oven at I5SoC 




75 .4rr.g • 
----------------------------------.--------------------------
Mass of film 
Mass of film flfter 17hrs. in vacuum mTen at 64°C 





Mass of film 
o Mass of film 8.ftet" l7hrs. in vacuum oven at 64 C 
° + additional 17hrs. in vacuum oven at 100 C 
Mass of film + supporting disc 
° + 17hrs. in vacuum oVen at 150 C 
+ additional l7hrs. in vacuum oven at ISOoC 
+ additional 34hrs. in vacuum oven at ISOoC 
Mass of film after 2 hrs. in vacuum at 1600C 
+ addit:f.onal 2hrs. in vacuum oven at 160°C 
+ additional 2hrs. in vacuum oven at 240°C 
Infra-red analysis showed chlurofon,! in the 
volatiles after the final heat treatme~t 
12I.5mg. 






42 • 3Cllg • 
30. h1g. 
- ... ------.---------~ 
Nass of film 
Mass of film a[t.;r 2.hl-S. in vacuum oven [it 160(lc 
~ additional 2hrs. in vacuum oven at 1600C 
c 
+ additional :'nr3. in VC<.Cl1crr, C'JeI1 at 160 C 
o 
+ additionnl T~h~s. in vncu~~ oven at 160 C 
120.4mr. 
92.7mr.. 
88 ~l"\~ • ~ I ... ,. 
TABLE 5.1 (continued) 
Mass of film 94.Img. 
Mass of film after Ihr. in vacuum oven at 120°C 86.0mg. 
+ additional Ithrs. iri vacuum o~~n at 120°C 83. 2rllg. 
+ additional Ihr. in vacuum O~Jen at 120°C 82·.2mg. 
-- ---
Mass of film 92 .4rag. 
l1ass of film after Ihr. in vacuum oven at 1200 C 87.t+mg. 
9 
° + additional Ihr. 1.n vacuum oven at 120 C 8S.0mg. 
+ II " " " " 
11 
" 84 .6mg. 
+ " " " " " " " 83.8mg. 




+ " IS 11 " 
.. 1\ 160°C 72.9mg. 
._-y 
Mass of film 93.4mg. 
Mass of film 8.fter Ihr. in vacuum ov.zn at 160°C 80.8mg .. 
+ additional Ihr. in vacuum oven at 160°C 78.6rng. 











+ II " " 
II 
" " " 
75. Irng. 
.+ " " " " 
.. 
" 
.. 74".6mg • 
+ .. " " 
II 
" " " 
74 .I~mg. 
-'- " 
2~li:'f>. " " " " " 73 • fling • . 




" 12hrs. .. " " " " 69. 6:11g. + 
Hass of film 93.1l'1g. 
Mass of fibl a!ter Ihr. in vacuum oven at ISOoC BI.2mg. 
+ additional Ihr. in vacuum oven at ISOoC 79.2mg. 




11 I ~hrs. " " " " " 76.4mg. + 
" " 
.. 








I~hrs. n " " " " 75 L."- ( + _ • ,;.J ~ ..... ) • 





" " " " " 
II 
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7'~ . :'nl~;. , , I 
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TABLE 5.1 (continued) 
I-fuss of film 4·5.6mg. 
Mass of film after I7hrs. in VaCUUll1 oven at 120°C 38.9;ng. 
+ additional Ihr. in vacuum oven at 120°C 38.9mg. 
Infra-red an~.lysis shov1ed ch loroform in the volatiles 
+ addi.tional 2hrs. at 200°C u~der vacuum 33.8mg. 
Infra-red analysi.s sho-;.;cd MtA.A and chloroform in the vol~tile;3 
With acetone 
Uass of film 






after Ihr. in vacuum oven at 
2hrs.in vacuum oven at 120 0 C 
IhI'. " " If " . " 
rhr. " " " II 
II 












a) Mass of film I67.3mr,. 
Mass of film after ~hr. at 200°C in vacuum 
Infra-red analysis shm'led MNA and chloroform in the volR.tilt~s 
b) Mass of film f (l: •4111r' .• 
° . Mass of film after 17hrs. in vacuum oven at 120 C 
A sample was removed for analysis 
Mass of remaining sample 
Mass of film after ~hr. at 200°C in vacuum 
A further sample was removed 
Hass of remaining sample 
Hass of film after ~hr. at 200°C in vacuum 
T ... ·0 " j..L .Lmg. 
90.0mg. 
88. Sme. 
Inft'-red analysis shmoled HHA and chloroform in the volatilcfi 
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-the sGlnple was- maintained at a te:rrrpera°buro above the melting point o±~ 
};>J,J.:A but aloo above -lihe degrad.~.tion tl1!'eshold for a short period of 
time$ 1.'he rCDul ts are shown in TA.BJ;R 5. 2 
Samples heated directly, after evaporation, to 200°C' tended 
to blister ana. so becar:.c un sui table for degra:lation studies. HOYl~ver f 
samples heated to 1200 estill h&i sub&;;antial amounts cf erm. lei'i;· 
) 
and, in1eed, also even after t~eatmen~ a~ 200o~ 
TG p..J..so shows: sol ven'~ reten~.Lon rather more gral)hicDJ.ly. 
FIGURE 5. 1 compares PULA povlder with the samples removed in the last: 
experiment. 
Because 11:A is also evolved at 200°C it is not easy to cfl.lcu-
late how much of the evolved gases comprise CHGJ". 
;) 
19/1 
copolymer of 1,';J.'IA/maleic anhydride VIas used since it has been ~hor.n 
that evolution of l.2,IA i~ inhibited by the anh.yuri(~o u...Jl ti1. Thusc the 
volatiles \;ill be richer in CHC1. ) 
° Each film., after evaporation, was heated "lio 120 C und.er 
vacuum for 17 hours to renove most of the solvent end prevent blis-terir.s. 
Althou&1. the 19/1 COI)olymer is rather more sensitive to ch:?.in scission 
than RiMA it is still stablc at 1200 C for this leagth of ti."TIe. 
:b"ilms were then subjected to a period of one hour at vs,~lous 
tanperatu=[;s uJ."1der the degradation conditions d€scrlbed in ills P:"'()"';i.ct!s 





___ .. PMlA'.A powd er 
~hr. a: 200°C 
17hrB. E L 120°C - ... -
Pt-1HA CHCL) film aft('T 
PMK~ CHC1~ film after 
\ 
\ 
,_I_q_o _______ .~~O_O_---~3~--____ ~ __ _ .... _ ,5?j 
o Tempt~r.:lture ( C) 
FIGURL 5.1 ThenH()~ravimetric trncr.s of l'(~~:\ 
... 1~ .... ,/ 
"' ... ' ... 
recorcied. The results axe S!lmi11 in TABLE 5e :,;. CHCl . 
./ .5 ';7as seen J.n r.11 
infr~l'ec1 traces of the volatiles. 
Since ele:nentcl chlorine analysis was not aVEtilable at t;l"iin 
time, chlorine ueteruination was calculated by observine the dep:'::"ssion 
of the ~~C in the sDmple by tho existence of ~ since ClL~ contoi.r.s 
considerably les8 cal"oon by weight than the polymer. l"IGUI-rr-: 5. % 
shous the calibration chart. employed. 
and analysi s for chlorine by the above method Employed. These points 
are included in FIGlJTI.}~ 5.3 whiCJ.1. shows hm"1 CHc:, is removed with 
increasi.ng ternpertdjul.·~ 
The experiment was repeated using methyl acetate as 001 vent. 
However, 81 though ~.~ 'Weight, losses nero le8s than for CH~t th.i.o docs 
. -) 
not necessarily mean that there is less solvent ther.e to bE: removed • 
. 
It, may. suggest that it is more difficult to l'C:luove. Unforturn:;bely, 
j.t was impossible to measure the amount of solvent rcmm.ning by 
chemical analysis because of the chemical sinliln.:ri iiY, of methyl 
acetate to the degradation products of BJ~ 1.1oleculo.r woights were 
no·t. measured because of the dj.ffi cul ty of removil"'...g ·the fiJ1J1 fror:'. the 
silica c1.iscs. 
SinC'.e most of tt~ photodeg:'::1ia-cion vlO~k U3.3 CI:l!'rier:.: 0Ut in 
transparent fims, 8everal Eol venii3 'ffe!"e e;~,~ai !:ci in clcr;ralatioll~: 
under the folJ.ovr.i.nC con::i. tions:-· 
TABLE 5.3 
Temperature of Molecular %weight loss ioCHG13 lt~ft T I- • '''CHC'' ,l ... <.~..l /, ... "3 
final Ihr. heating wei.ght (mg.) 
-----
120°C 526,000 0 7.0 7.0 
ISOoC 469,000 2.3 7.'l 9.'s 
160°C 452,000 2.7 3,0 5.7 
170°C 575,000 3.7 2.9 6.6 
180°C 538,000 5.0 1.1 6.1 
"190°C 1+60,000 6,0 0.6 6,6 
~, 
- 165 .. · 
60 




FIGUt-:F: 5.2 Calibration gra?h [or {..carbon 
versus :~-chloroform 















FIGtmE 5.3 Chloroform content of PHNI- anJ 19/1 




was allowed to evaporate over:nigh-ii. lli.ey were heated Wlder VaCUir2 
at 1200 for 17 hours and then at 2fJ00 C for ~ hour. 
used for 'II(;. analysis and one for molecular weight 2...11alysis. :il.1e final 
two ~ere degraded for 6 hours and 1~ hours respectively under ultra-
viole.lti light a.t. room tenperature. The molecular weights are shoml in 
in TABLE 5. 4. 
It Qan be seen that:-
a) J.n the TG traces, all samples showed the presence of 
residual 001 vent seen as a gradual falling of the trace from the 100% 
line. The amount. by which each trace has dropped was taken a.':l it rough 
meaStlre of t..~e amount of solvent, left. The reading at 2500 C wo.s "baken 
since it is at this point that ~;l1.IA starts to lose weight noticeably 
in TG. The results" are shown in TABLE 5.5 
b) The rate of degradation s...'10ml in FIGura:; 5. I). and :;~ ~ suegest:-
i) the copolymer degrades faster thal1 Eil~A as shown in the' 
previohs chapter. 
ii} that the thermal degradation is unaffected by solvC!r~ 
wi thin the limits of experimental error. 
iii) the rate of pho"tiodegrad.ation is not, appreciably different 
for each solvent in thin tlle ljJili ts of eX]?erimentaJ. error. 
The e.ffects of these solvents Ca..l1 be smnmerised:-
Chloroforu - In the d~gradation of Pl.1~ and the 18/1 copol;::;Dcr the rate 
of cILain scission "Nas marginally grea.ter wi tIl this sol vcnt~ .U t~1011t:l: 



















































































Nun:ber of chair. scissions 































?MMA %solvent rerr~ining r8/r i~olvent remaining 
Chloroform 4 ChlorofO'l.-m 3 
Methylene chloride 2 Methylene chloride 3 
Toluene 2 Toluene 2 
Methyl acetate I l1ethyl acetate 2 



























a M~thyl acetate 





t:Hte of: photod,=gradaT.:ion ,.f P:·'E ..... ri.h·:; 




















l-h..-!-~r~'-t--------~·--... .I ___ .. __ ._. __ -..-___ .J,..j 
~ j.. ,-:.. 
Time (h: s.) "('(Ie I ..... C 
FIGURE 5.5 
1"(:) .... L, ,.. 
Rnte of photol!C(',u-.G'1tion of ; R/I 
films c.:st h"om eli [[('rent 601''cnf:~ 
the:;;, more chlo!'ofo::.r! 'uas retained. in tile smplo tl:'a!l other solvents. 
Me-~hylene chloride - Less in its effect than cbloroform, ho\'revoJ!.', j.t 
is unrr",Q-Lacle in the pr8paration of thin films ::)(3CW1SC +". t t 
- 0_ ~ s cniancy 
J(i{) foy~ bubbles in the film 8.e -~he sol ven-~ evaporates. 
Metbyl acetate .. Difficulty was found in redissolving fi.lms cust from 
this solvent in t-ol1.l.ene for molecular weight anoJ.ysis. 
Toluene - This solvent t~llds to absorb ul ira-violet" light p...ud is not 
generally sui ta1)le for USG in photodegradation. 
Ace-Gone - Films cast fran t}"l.i.s solvent tended to pe(;d off t.he silica 
support eli se. 
Q)nclusions 
-------
In thi s chapter the prQ)bleL!l . of solvents in the degradatj.on of 
thin films hD.s been' only briefly studied. Whlle conniderably more 'W'Ork 
could be done in this field, it is thought tha'~ the results do 1"!.ot 
prcjudi ce the studies described in Chapter 4. The small DlJOunts of 
solver:tt remaining vrere not oonsidered bi&.'1 enough to affect, t:le \'/eight 
loss measurements seriously and the affect on photodeeradation aplieru:'s 
minimal. 
Ho k' 1 t· 't - d t· 49, 45 t 50. ,. 1 wever, WOI' - 011 so U'lon pno oc.egra a ,lon, l.n r.'l1lC!.l 
the pro blan is much more extreme, has shovm tha.t deg:':'cv.iation of PJ:J~ 
is sensitive to some solvents. 
Ideally, a sol vent should be able to clissol ve n. l'c12mel' S.3l:'}.,le 
to e;i ve an acceptably hiCh concentrD.tion but J.ls:) s.:'loul:l bl-~ r(':\llil~r 
r~.}l}oved un':Gr gentle vaCU'..lr1 or he2.iiing cond:i.t.:1.cr:.s. ~le wI v,-at 3~~0i.:J_c! 
.... 173-
-. 5 also be pho·holytica.lly inert·, bilt this probl€.m, acco~dj r>.g to :; ox, 
is unlikely to be completely solved. 
- 1"7 A -, .
1. ):n-~roduc-l;ion 
In this chapter, the effect· of heat and ul tJ:'r-vlolet· 
radiation on llIK/tJJA and I~i1iA/1JVK copol:'1IIlor systeos :i.n ezamined. l~~.ch 
system is treated separately yli th the discussion incorporating all 
the 1'e suI ts. 
a) ~ermaX Degradati.2]! 
i) CJ!V}.. 1~cHeil157 has already studied this IJol~'Iller 
using the 'l"TVA technique. He showed that monomer is not evolved anri 
tho:1i c:y'c1isation occurs (see Chapter 1) 
H H H CH If , I , 2'\ H2O ". CH2 C - CH2 
CiI'\, '" CH2 - C C ,.. 
..-
- \ I I , 
0-=0 0=0 C C 
I , O~ "' (;11 ~ ... C~3 
~ ~ 
TIiVK 
J.n COIDI'lon wi t.h lIaiY: 63 he found water to 'be the onl:.T :rroG.uct. 
L\'volvea.· ::it 250° C. A.J.... • aJ. r.trr,. t' f P':\TV v ;;.;.. .A ".i'PJ. C,... 1: ~"4 .aermogram 0 :.1. W l'. i 3 sl:Oi7ll in 
FIGUP3 6. 1. E'or COlJlparison, that for P'.JLA is shown in :r:'IGU:.:~ 6.2. 
The mail1 pecic in the n;!I~A thenuogran :3 at- 374° C but, in P:~vI\:, at. 
313°C. E'IGUP"£S 6.3,6.4,6.5 and 6.6 3.'1ow the lV.\' trac~s v,r s~'/eral 
copolymers. In general, the trend. is for the mai.n pe~( to novE' to 
l0118r tc-mperatures as the content- of LVK increases, alloring for- tbe 
effects of molecular weight. In aidi non, the intensi -t.;y of tbe -75°C 
trace d6creases indicatiing tha-l; less LJ.~A. is being prod'.lccd.c Ls the 
MVK contf'.nt. of the polj'I'ler is increased, l:,J"Clins are seen in the -100°C 
and evel1 -196°c traces but these decrease W;pin as the oOlnposi tion 
moves towards pure P1Wl~ The mmn features of these traces, and. of 
traces of the other copolymers are shovm in TABLE 6. 1. R1ccol)tionnlly 
high molecular vreights tend to increase the stab:l.li t-y of thG :ro1ymC:L'" 
particularl;y -the high l.jMA containing copolymers in which few tllsatu!'2..ted 
cha;i.ll ends available to initiate depolymerica"!iion. Thus a bir;hcr P(~ak 
temperature i s recorde~ 
Cold ring fractions, which were not, analysed, "lTere observed 
for sa.mples containing large propor-tiona of LVI\. These f!.·action~ 
probably contained cyclised chain fr~ented as described by ;0~;cil157 
in hi S D.naly si s of PLv"K deeraclation. 
ii) TG. ilie traces for E =~A, ELVK CU10. seVeI'M copolymers 
T:'1C trend here is for a dr81uR.tic inc:.'case i!1 the rD.-Gc of 
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FIGURE 6.7 7hermc.:sravir:lctric ~:.-aces 
anounts of lIV'{... As the L,TK content i!lcrease~ tee· raw of 178igl::.t 1023 
decreases. Tho 2)C 1:Y1~ 8...l1Q rl% EVE coPQlymerE: aJ. so ~how a tv.-o st:-J,o'<"> 
OV 
Tfcight loss profile. All smnples &-e more !Jinble -!;han P!2:A ?_t higher 
tanpere..tures probably due to· ring four :1t:i.on and less combusti tIe 
residues. 
iii) Thennal degradation in thin fi1ros. BJEA and tht:. 90/1(1 
copolymer were compared.. The samplee were cast fl'Oln c-.hloroforrn ~ncl 
degraded as described in Chapter 2. The results 3J~e tabulated in 
TABLE 602. 
The l'eSlllts plotted in FIGUHE 6.7a show that Pl:~\;A losos rno:-e 
weight- than the copolymer. The only produc"G· detccted vras AlMA in each 
case. ·Unfortunately, the residuaJ. oo:polym.er rn1.:tld not diR~ol vc in 
toluene for molecular weight c;"{aminatio~ 
. Again, only one copolymer was compared m. th H.J.:A, name) y the 
70/30 copolyt..ner. ConJi tions for degradation vJere thoGe dC::3c::,-:i. bed in 
Qlaptcr 2. o 'l'he dcgl'adation -hr::mperature vms 150 C and the samples wer-e 
ca.st, from chlorofonn. The resul ts, ~boTIn in ~JE 6.;; include molecular 
weight determinations on tlw dcgl'aJ.ed copolymer "iThich, surp:;:'isinGly, 
dis:Jolved in toluene. Results from the Jegr<::llation of a=:A ~;{Qre tal~cn 
These resuJ. is whic.'1 eXB illustr8;t~d in }'IC:u~C:S 6. <3 ana 6.9 
show th~t P .. _' .. A degrades sl i61':"ly faster -~ha.n the copol:i!ilCr. 
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FIGURE 6.7a 
f ;; _.f 7, 
(hrs .) 
%weight 10sf. '.rcrst:~ t i. r.1c fo,: 
thin film lht ril1.]l dcgra:;·ti(l~ 
TABLE 6.3 
Polymer Time of %weight loss Molecular Number of chain 
degradation weight scissions per 
(brs .) monomer unit TO~ 5 x_ 
PMMA I 6.6 42,200 212 
PMHA 2.5 14.0 20,900 402 
70/30 0 0 520,000 0 
70/30 0.5 2.3 70,500 107 
70/30 I 4.4 41,500 191 
70/30 1.5 7.1 33,800 230 
70/30 2 8.7 29,200 265 
• 
TABLE 6.tf, 
Polymer Time of 110lecular Number of chllin 
i'rradiation weight scissions per 
(hrs .) -3 xIO monomer unit xIO 5 
PHMA 0 685 0 
PMMl~ 0.5 121 68 
PMMA I 67.6 I3/f 
PMMA 1.5 ·59.3 151. 
PMMA 2 39.2 242 
90/10 0 520 0 
90/10 0.5 32.9 254 
90/10 I 18.1 493 
90/10 1 c: .::J 14.4 627 
90/10 2 11.8 769 
70/30 0 500 0 
70/30 0.5 '.1.0 199 
70/30 I 20.0 428 
70/30 1.5 .16.5 522 











FIGmtE 6.8 Photothermal degradation of thin films 
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E.J,~A and -boo C01)olYLlers were degraded in.38thyl e.ceta:te 
solution a:'1U IJcl~cular ueigb:ts nea&'ured in "toluene solution. me 
results are f..~hoWl.1 in T.ABLE 6.4. 
copolymers do not. dissolve readily :i.n toluene, t..lJ.e experiDento Y1€'re 
repeated using butnnone a.s solvent in. molecular woit;ht anaJ.ysl.s. These 
resul ts are shown in TABLZ 6.5. 
In these two ej~eriments, ~ro different l~<mps 'iTere er:'.ployed. 
Results C81ll10t, therefore, be compared except relative to the 
degradation of H~.rA. Two samples h&i molecular weightB too hieh to 'bo 
recol"'dea while, on the other hand, most degr-'1dations talcen beyond one 
hour gave molecular weights too low to be measured in butDnone. 
The data. in TABLES 6.4 and 6.5 are illustrated in T,'IGUIlE3 
6. 10 and 6. 11 respectively. The slopes of these lines r0pJ'0[10nt the 
rates of' degradation (T1.U3LES 6.6 a!ld 6e '() MOo the r~te dCl)On:icnce on 
MV1\: contenJG is shown in FIGUllES 6. 12 and 6. 13. 
EcNeil157 ha~ shown the:;!; cyclisation si::lilar to th[-\.-t which 
occurs in Pl.''.'I:, MSO occurs in FLaK aJ. though to a. 103ser e::tcnt. In 
contra.st .ri tll Il.~V'.c(, houever, monomer i 3 al so produceri. 
, . 1,'1 GU1:1,'S - ... thern:ogral!ls for PI.aK and three copolyne:'s are Moml :tIl ~ :r _~J u. '"., 
The T. V. : .... 
- 190-
TABI:2 6.5 
Polymer Time of Holecular Number of chain 
irradiation weight scissions per 
(hrs .) 1~3 x ... ,- 5 monomer unit >::10-
PMMA 0 800 0 
PNMA 0.5 483 8.2 
PMHA 1.0 158 50.7 
PMMA 1.5 93 95 
PMMA 2.0 78 116 
2ioMVK 0 
2iJ1VK 0.5 .89 
• 
2iJ1VK 1.0 65 
7iJ1VK 0 492 0 
7iJ1VK 0.5 48 185 
7iohVK 1.0 27.3 333 
90/10 0 
90/10 0.5 76.3 
90/10 1.0 45.5 
15%MVK o ' 1,480 0 
15~{MVK 0.5 46 191 
. 
10/30 (AD) 0 697 0 
70/30 (AD) 0.67 62.5 113 
70/30 (AD) I 39.2 187 
50/50 (AD) 0 6,300 0 
50/50 (AD) 0.5 52.5 152 
50/50 (AD) I 33.1 243 
30/70 0 545 0 
30/70 0.5 67 105 
30/70 I 38 197 
10/90 0 585 0 
10/90 0.5 96 65 
10/90 I 55.5 122 
PMVK 0 119.5 0 
PMVK 0.5 48 87.2 
PMVK I 5L~ .5 69.9 
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similarly in the -750 trace. \7ater is 81 so evolvtc:. in ring c~rclis2.tion 
B."1d this further oonfuses analysis. 
Joo be more stable than the homopolYJ!lers. This is fu.,.tloe'T" bo .... ""~"' 0"':' b--
• - ......... - -.;,,---- \".o,;.~ J 
the 'l~ thermograms in FIGu1ffi 6. 18. 
The prepaI'ation of satisfactory thin films of j;lIK/tiMA 
copolymers proved impossible. Acetone was found to 1)0 the \"lnly 
SLti:table solvent Vlhich would give films whin.'1 did n0'~, turn opaque a.."'ld, 
even then, only occasionally. On heatirJ.g, -th.e films peeled off the 
discs¢ Accol"dingly, degradation experim~nts could not be p l3rforJtod. 
c) Photodegradatio~in solu.iio.~ 
The polymers were degraded in th2ee Bolvel1iisJ-
L1ethyl acetate, butanone and chlorofom~ All ri101ccula:- woiGht~J VIO?'G 
performed in butanone solution. 
i) Methyl acetate. The resul t8 are ;~llOWi.l iu IkJ~r},: 6.9 unc:. 
plottocl in PIGURE 6. 19. From tr.d.s graph, the ..::'.:~tes of dt-'lgradn.ticn 
can lIe found and are shoml in TABE~ 6. 10 'rl th "the raJvc of d0gradation 
versus )~ l:V1C content sho1l!l in FIGUJl~ 6 .. 20. 
j i) BtJ.ta...'1one. ~'lhe resul ts a!'e stlO7ll1 in TA}3J.2 6. -11 and 
6 21 ~.'.~-y, h ..,., " 1 treatec. in a similar m2..i.mC!' as above in ?IGu:r~ •. I, '.l\..oL ... J. 1,- .. !.rl: 
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FIGURE 5.19 Photl,dcf,rClrlnt~on i!1 
solutj on of HIK/~n-tA l~opoly; ,crs 
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TABLE 6.!0 
Polymer Sciss ions/:tlor.omer 
/ 
~ 5 
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FIGtm.E 6.21 Photodc~radation in bUtll11011C 
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FIGtJ'RE 6.22 Rate of phctoc1egradatior. versus %HIK content 
was -being degassed. in silica ~ells prior to irradiation, it \las 
noticed that the solution in one cell had become green in coJ.our 
and in the other, blueo Mter irradia:liion, both solutions uere V6:y 
dark red in colour. The pol;ymer remained re d after the sol vent h~'1. 
been rmoveo .. 
After irradiation in chloroform solution, the 2/1 MIK.I}.;:;.~A 
copolymer was green in colour. ~e other copol;yrnero and even l1J,;A 
appeared sligh"lily yellow after irradiation in chlorofonn. 
To follovT these colour changes, samples were ranoved from the 
cell at certain times during irradiation and dilu'bod rTi. th chloroform 
to 105; of its originaJ. concen~ation. ~~nc ul trC¥-violet and vl '3i 1)13 
spectra. were theu recorded on a Uni earn SP800 Sl)eciirophotomctor. Tho 
spectra are reproduced in FIGTJ1Lr~ 6.23, 6. 24 lI.21d 6.25. 
Lll the two polymers examined, PMIK and 2/1 ;UK/t'J11A tho int~1l8i t.y 
of ketone absorption at about 290m. increases, a.'1d alro shifts 
slightly to higher wavelengths. In the 2/1 copolYI~or, this por\l~ 
broadens and "I;he tail moves into the visible region touards vmvE'l(n.:t~rl 
of 450nm. In PEIK as the time of irradiation increases a second 
a.bsorption peal( appears and progressively shifts to lliChcr Yla·lc1011v--th~. 
( TABL.li: . 6. 13). 
. +. 1 11 e""ti~' r't; en trans-.it-lon of. -Ghe carooY.lyl chromophore, t1~us ).1 1.;),8 a 31a ., ... ,.~ .:-
\ 
coefficient. As tilC: length of irl'[1,diation ti[:~~ inc:-oasc~, '!.}\O 
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F!Gl~E 6.24 Ult:-a-violet spectra of PKIK 
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FIGURE 6.25 Ultra-violet spectra of 2/1 MIi.</1111A C opo lymer 
TABLE 6.13 
Polyner Time cf Have length Absorbance Wavelength Absorbance 
irradiation (nm,) of R solution (nc. ) of a ~ 0 hI ': ion 
(Minutes) of concentration of conccntr~tici 
25 mg,/Io m!. 25 mg ./10 C11. 
---
2/1 0 288 0,96 
2/1 IS 290 0,98 
2/1 30 291 1.03 
2/1 45 291 1,09 
2/1 60 29I 1.16 
2/1 90 292 1.66 
2/I 180 293 1:84 
2/1 240 29S > 2 
PMIK 0 290 r.26 
PMIK IS 290.5 1,02 - 350 o .Oi, 
PMIK 30 291.5 1,06 
-
350 0.20 
PMIK 45 . 293 1.56 ~ 350 0.64 
PM1K 60 292 1.62 ~ 350 0,74 
PMIK 90 295 5.6 390 5.l' 
PMIK 120 296 399 1.85 
PI-UK 150 297 5.35 414 6.88 
180 291 2.56 1.00 3.48 PH1K 
PM1K 200 298 4.02 416 
5.34 




If water is el::i.m:i.nated from 1"7' ITr 
.. U.i _~ 
fH3 fH3. em... CH D C:' I ::> , 3 ry~T I ~r!."),') ~CH - f'1 CS2 - C CH2 - C"" -'t c ,. v'~2"" C /' (' ... c .,. -2 .J - - ~',." , I , -H 0 V~~0 2 L. I , , 
..,.c c c c c c o~ CH
3 
~ \ o~ \ o CH o~ \ ~ \ 0' \ ~ CH (Y:T rn3 3 ... ·3 
By repeatine this reaction along a chain, as previously 
di3cussed, the following stru.ct1..u"e can be fomed:-
~ CH ~ CH 'fL; CH 
c ,- 2' C"- ~ 2 ..... C -- 2" 




~C C C 
0' \ ~, ~ "A 
CH Cil?/ CH '7 
C 
\ ~ 
which has a..Yl a.bsorption ma.x:bmlffi at 340m. F-..l.rther extension 01 
conjugaobion could take the absorption maximum +,,0 450nr:.l after several 
hours of irradiation (FIGUi~ 6.24). 
This reaction can only ta.lte place to a more limi ted. extont 
in the 2/1 copolymer, because the MIK wri. ts will be separated by !.~ ~A 
uni ts, whi ch will prevent the formation of a lone conju(>'atcd fJ;r stan. 
Accordingly, peaks at higher waveler..gths are not observed in ;:;t.>·U~'l 
acetate. 
Since no coloration lias 0 t.f'GI""7ea i::l methyl acc:;:~~c: (ll'l 
bute.nonc solution, thi s phenomenon Dust be ~'0sociated ..-;i th tho r;'C' :-;·'n,>:' 
of chloroforn, p!"cSlr·:tably by an energy tr8:!sfe:r- process. 
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Regrettably, the samples degrarled in chloroform i1ere 
unB"ui t.able for molecular weight detemination. 
d) Di scuf3sio~ 
As mao' be 0xpected, tbe I.aK/l~,:A and lJ1JA/}.:vIZ systems sh2=e 
uaveral degradation characteristics in oowmon, particularly when 
treated by ul tra-"I'liolet light. In thennal degrad'3.tions, however, 
there is a slight difference since l:IK units C211 tIDZ:tp from chains 
while liVK cannot. futh MIK and MVK units appear to be potential '7eclc 
si ·oos for' the.mal. degradation, for example, in pr',lVK: 
.. 
a) the main peak "'oompera:ture drops as "llie LVK content 
increases in T"vA, and 
b) snalJ. 1.lVl< contcxl"' 1eM3 to rt.tp:i.d, unzipping of !.J.1A f!'Om 
the copolymers as can be seen in TG and TV~ 
Howe-ver, where there ere several adjacent. ketone CTOups, 
they m~ cyolise and block unzipping and this ca.."1 be seen in tho TG's 
and TVA's of both the EIK and. EVK copolymerse 'L'he incro['sG in th€; 
-1000C and _ 1:96°C traces are probably due to rnw.ll fra&)TIents o.~soc:i.ated 
°bh m" oyclisc.:non t for eXaIJple, 
E H l'\ H , \ , , 
'" Cff - C - CH - c- CH - G- CH - C'" 2 I 2 , 2 , 2 , 
I.;c (}::o (}::o o~C\ o~ 'oCt) , , Gf) aa, CF, 
.- 215 ... 
R CH H 
, 1")00.. , 
'!fl _ C" Go 'c 
!'to v,::··2. , 
C C O~ \ /' "0 CH2 
Because of increased cyclisa.tion, thr._ .... e ,.,.;] ] h t 
.l.i.L '. ~ ~ grea lIer 
weight at.e,bili ty as unzipping is hindered and tris is bOJ.-ne oQ.t in the 
TG's of both systems af:: the ketone content increas€3, even in olliE) 
MIK/MIIIA copolymers where rome unzipping of ketone Cell tako plaoe. T"ne 
point at which the amount of ketone present. irt the system becomes 
sufficient, to haJ. t weight loss by uuzipping is difficult to estimate in 
the MIK/J,lJ,IA copolymers since the po si t"ion will be confused by the 
unzipping of MlK ii!. addition to lIITJA. However, the W:A/LtVX 3YStem will 
proba.bly behave in a similax '\Va::! to the methyl acrylnte/h1.lA AYstcm :i.T! 
wbicll Grassie smwecl tl'!at the unzipping of tJjA can proceed thi:\:mgh 
single methyl acrylate units but not two adjacent, methyl acrylate uni to. 
This: would be further complicated by the ring forma.tion of the LVJ\ l.Uli ts. 
!t- could be predicted that when the mole fraci-ion of i,;VX exceeds 0.5, 
there are bound to be many adjacent f.iVK units through wIllcb unzipping 
MllA units cannot pass DIld VIe will have a copolymer in ,;;l~ ch the ~l1zipping 
llllA is sta.bilized by ketone but the presence of lwll.,iA uni tg which Dr') 
Ll0re resistant to chain scission than the lJvl( 1.Ull ts, stroll!.:,-then tho 
polyrrtor chai.n to C'.hain scission. Since cyclisation of the kE;tor.e 
d t to O ~cur until later ';n tn' e del.>IT~~d[.tion and ~t groups oes no appec:.r _ ..L. 
bieller tcmper2.tures in TG, t...1.€ mode of degradation r~ppea!'s SiJ:1 lax to 
the net~·l acrylate,,1.2 ... A system. 
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th ., 'TV" - - 1\ ril"l 1.1". In e :.;;..uVJ·J.:W. 1:u, we sec tuat the 1/1 end 2/1 cor'o"-':;r<"' 
. _' -J~.tJ oJ 
both stabilise at later stages, but llO'!jj; ini tit.J.ly, due to MIK 
o,ssist-lng l.],~A to tmzip. Regrettably -the 1/2 copolymer was not recorded 
on TG but the -brace may fall .below the HolIK line m· nce .1.\.. . t f Ui.l.e runotm. . 0 
1lIK, maor not have been enough to fo~~ rings to oppose the unzipping 
of i.J1A at higher tcmperatares. 
The' exper:i.m61r~ on thin film isothermal degradation of 90/10 
}iil.l.A/MVK copolj1ller appears to contradict the evidence presented by %. 
The followIng arg.lmcnt, however, ID8\Y explain it. 
The copolymer would not dissolve in toluene after degrmation 
and since the l.Uldegraded polymer rer...d.ily dissolve'l, it IM'Y be amn1JIIed 
·that cyclisation had taken place and this therefore, YO uld inhibit 
1111iA un~J.pping. The reaso~ wrlJ" this does not happe..'1 in TG where henting 
rates are fast~ is probably one of relative rates of reaction. If 
cycli[:ation is a slo'w reaction, vnich it proLably in, sinc-:~ tl!ere will 
be few 'adjacent 1,:VK uni i;s, and even then, they will require specific 
preon cntD.tion before reaction, then in ill, unzipping vall t::l1:c plo.ce 
more quickly thrul cyclisation and so a cl.ramatic Ileight 10s8 is 
observed.. But, in thi.n film, cast from a solvent whi..ch r1CLY hcJp 
cyclisation by induci.ng preorienta-tion, isothermal dCc,Tada.tion e.t 101ft 
tenl)cratures over long periods of time may gi vo the LVK units tiDe to 
cyclise 2nd block unzipping. 
Increasing the te:,:"perature to 2400 C nay onlJ' help the r·CI.te 
of cyclisJ.tior... over unzipping C'J1d prodl.l~e even l017er yrciGLt lO~18es • 
.. 
t . 1 . d.i '·"'d 1:-.' -t}ri.s \mu~wl !'.3sult. }.~ore vrork in t11i s 8.1'e8 is cer aJ.n y 111 . C2..ljC ,-' 
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sj1llil~ rate of weight loss t~ PWJA even though i~c 1,:'iX C-JTt~'1t i ~ :;.:~', 
- '/... 
1mS IDU!:1t be due to a grea-ter rate of chai.n 
than th3:':.I1al degradation, although compared to Z.'J.~b. tile rate of chain 
scissic.n is similar ,ihen it TIDuld be e}~Ac+ed to 'oe hu'~her ' -~- v 5'" ,U:, In 
solution photodegradation. This is probably b£cau~e cyclisation is 
taking place to a!.l.ch an extent as to reduce the rate of chain cci s3ion, 
the cyclised regions being resistant to chain scission, vlhieh is -110 be 
Further work is also needed in this.. area and i-b m83 be 
necessar-s to invoke a mec1vmism b;r which a single LVK unit can :.~cact 
\n th an adjacent },jMA. uni-t to fom a ring systen, for oxample::-
f13 
,...,CH - C CH2 -2 I 
O~C 
'OCH3 + CJ~OH 
In solutic1n, both the 1.i1.iA/J;:VK and the ~.lIK/lJ,:A sys-~em3 ~lbovr 
a common feature in photodegradation, t..lJ.e mayjJnmu rate of d.0l':!':d~,ti()n L; 
o.chi.eved a-t aro1md 20-30;::; ketone content. Ini tially, the pl'eSell,~': of 
ketone 'UI)i ts reduces the resistance of the copolymers to ul tr~··violet 
degradation, the ketone group absorbing the ultra-violet licht !110!"2 
readily than the ester croup. But as the ketJne content lnCrec.:J08, tl1~ 
excited ketone group will tend to cyclise with nei01bom'2.:1C crOUPJ ~;:~ 
t · . to cl' .' n ;rnl1er~fore, the ~"'+e of ch2in s,;i..J::ion no gl.ve r"l.se Hun SCl.SSl.O.... J.J '- _co.u 
~ill decrease Yli t~) increasing ketone content. 
t ". 3'/~; fur, A ov€rt..h.e l' ~~te I) f photodee;radation of a copolymer con'umne 
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PEVh as discussed in Chapter 1, neithe!' hiB nor Kato's78 r-tlech2...."1isn 
cou~d acco1.:.nt for th~ ma.."d':jlUI!! observed in this \70r?~ 
The limitations of "time pre'7(-!nted a more detc.iled analysiJ 
of the~e copolymer systems. However, further trork I1!3Y resolve the 
likely mechani sm of degradation. 
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